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Rtonions of Professor Crcecoln fundamental theoreticacL tjeat~n

of the Phenomienon of combustion instasbility in liquid yropell5flt rW0,6t

Wtors have bows r~de Complete analyses of the OpwciZIG caes of caD.

centratod coaobtiou at various atations and di~sributed cobnstian

aloft the chamber axis are inaludod in the present report, AddtloAD-2

analyses Including fte on the charaoteristies of tangential modem; of

preasure oscillaions are now under wqy, and Alli be reported upon when

complete,

During the tbree-month period covered by this report, wo~rk has con-

tinued an the construction and installation of a awioproplant rocket

motor and const ant-rate feed systems Nearly all servicing and auixiliary

equipment has been completed and Installsd. With several exceptions

all instrumentat ion components have been received, and calihrvation and

installAtion of the instruments As In progress. Delays in delivery of

critica system components have neesaitatiod minor rescheduling, and it

is doubtfal that operation of the onstant-r-ate systmm or the ponepro.

pellant rocket motor ill be accomlishdd Wafre th. end of tho aalendar

The Princeton-MIT pressure transducer has undergone nrlro men~tal

testlag an a rocket motor at the NA(C& Lewis Laborsary, and appears

satisfactory for monopropeLlaut rocket tests from this standpointa

*Failure of a pickup occurred at a chamber temperature of approximatel

62000? under 'Pscreaming" conditions sufficiently asr to aaw niap-

ture of thb water-cooled test rocket and some design rudfictions have

been initiated in order to increase the operationa. teiuperatile range

of the transducers

Static calibrationl tests of the diffarentia 1rincwton-- ff unit

S""a,IW



were beg=n after some delay elne to leckago from the transducer'& b*Aok

presoure chambers ad the raenJts of thke first series of toota Indicate

satisfator'y linearity and rcproducibility* Operational teting In

NACA rocke~t chamburs and static caliration at Princeton v4lU continue

during the next report period*
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11. INTRODUCTION

A. Object

BuAw Contract NOas 52-71.c has been undertaken ts a part of the

Jet propulsion research program of the Department of Aeronauticsl E & ,

ineering at Princeton to "conduct an investigation of the genearal prob-

lea of combustion instability in liquid propellint rocket engines.

This program shall consist of theoetical analyses smd experimental

verification of theory. The ultimate objective shall be the collection

of sufficient data that shall permit the rocket engine designer to po-

duos poer plants which are relatively free of the phenomena of insta.

bility, Interest shall center in that form wof unstable operation which

is characterized by high frequency vibrations and is commonly knom as

'sxreaming

B, History

Interest at Princeton in the problem of combustion instability in

liquid propellant rocket motors wav. given impetus by a Bureau of Aro-

isutios s posium held at the Naval Research Laboratory on the 7th and

8th of Dcember 1950. This interest resulted in theoretical naMs,-

by Professors M. Sumierfield and Le Crocco of this Center,

Profescor Suwerfield's wrk, "Theory of Unstable Combustion in

Liquid Propellant Rocket Systems" (JARS, Septo 1951)s considers the

effects of both inertia in the liquid propellant feed lines and ceiinbus-

tion chamber capacitance with a constant combustion time lag, and

applies to the case of low (up to about 200 cycles per second) fre-

quency oscillations sometimes called "chugging".

Professor Crocco advanced the concept of the pressure depondenco

of the time lag in widd1951; his paaprp "Asapcct of Combwition Stabil-

ity in Liquid Propellant. Rocket Mottx" (JARS, Nov0 1951 =0 Je-ro 1

REDRIUFD
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Ii. IfROErION (Cont8d.)

B. History (Cont'd,)

1952), presents the fundan.ntals resulting from this concept, and anr'2yes

the cases of low feequency instability with monopropellants low frequency

instability with bipropellante and high frequency instability, with com-

bustion concentrated at the end of the combustion chamber*

Desiring to submit the concept of a pressure dependent time ag to

experimental test a preliminary propoml mas made by this Uhivrsity to

the Bureau of Aeronautics in the sumer of 1951 and, followtng a formal

request9 a revised proposal was submitted which resulted in the present

contract dated 30 April 1952.

Anaytical studies of distributed combustion had been carried on in

the meantime under Professor Crocco and within the sponsorship of the

* Guggenheim Jet Propulsion Center by S.1. Cheng and were issued as his

Ph.D. Thesis, "Intrinsic High Frequency Combustion Instability in a

Liquid Propellant Rocket Notor", dated April 1952o

Time was devoted, in anticipation of the chitract, during the first

third of 1952 to constructing facilitiesa securing personnel, and plan-

ning the experimental approach.

During the first thz.ee month period of the contract years personnel

and facilities at the new James Forrestal Research Center were assigned,

and the initial phases of the experimental program were planned in some

detail,

A constant rate monopropellant feed system was completely designed

and preliminary designs of the ethylene oxide rocket motor and the in-

strumentation systems were worked out0  Special features of the projec-

ted systems included a pulsing unit to cause oscillations in propellant

flow rate, a wter-cooled strain-gage pressure pickmp designed for

RESRIC] ED
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oI. IRTRODUOTION (Cont'd.)

B. History (Cnt'd.)

flush mounting in the rocket chamber, and several possible methods for

dynamic measurement of an oscillating propellant flow-rate*

Searches were made of the literature for sources oZ inormation

on combustion instability and ethylene oxide# and visits to a nuuber

of activities working on liquid propellant rocket combustion instabil-

ity problems were made for purposes of familiarisation with equiztent

and results.

Subsequent effort; are presented in detail in this report.

C. Personnel

The personnel assignments for this project have been changed

since the first quarterly report was issued. Personnel at the present

time are assigned as follows-

1. Professor-in-charget Dr. 148i Crocco (One-thir d time)

.2. Assistant fP-ofeasor (Theoretical Studies)t Dr. S.I, Cheng
(Half-time)

3. Research Engineers Dr. Jerry Grey

4. Ase't. Research ggineers (Position vacant)

5. Graduate Assixtants (2): G.B. Matthewe
D*T. HarrJe (Half-time)

6. A Technician and two mechanics

A critical gap exists n the position of Assistant Research Vgin-

ee. Mich effort has been devoted to the procurement of a qualified

person with some background in electronic instrumentations but without

success to date,

SSUpporting services are furnished as required by the project,

RESTRICTD
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Y X. 1WROD)UCTIOS (Cont'd.)

D. Schedule

Ne major problem encountered to date in the investigation has been

the difficulty in obtaintng materials and equipment without prohibitively

long delivery delays. Nearly every major piece of equipment received has

been delayed from one to six months, and many -itioal item, long over-

due at this writing, are not expected for several weeks or months due to

manufacturing or scheduling difficulties on the part of the several sub-

contractors, In some instancess it has been necessary to use maboshift

equipment in order to avoid excessive delays in the program, but it is

hoped that most of the critical items will be available by the end at

the year.

Poor deliveries have necessitated a change in schedule. Feed system

operational tests will probably begin in January after completion of in-

dividual coponent tests# and the first monopropellant roclket motor runs

are expected early in Februaryo Part of the individual instrument tests

and calibrations can be run concurrently Vith the rocket motor and feed-

system by utilization of the facilities offered by the component test

panels*

Design of the bipropellant feed asystem is being held up until pro-

liainary results of monopropellant system tests are available,$ in order

that the use of any unsatisfactory components can be avoided in tho new

design. It is felt that the small amount of time which may be lost as a

result of this procedure will bo regained with interest by using the

monopropellant eystem, in effect, as a test-bed for the bipropollant in-

stability studios, and basing design of the latter on experience ganine

by actual operation.

S IMM
E RCTEXOMITO



Mel THEORF1ICAL STUDIES

A, brief rowiev, of the fundamental theory .,f combustion tastablVty

in liquid propell~ant rocket motors as set forth by Br. Luigi-Crocco is

presented here for general in-formation purposes. Also included as ap-

pendices are complete presentationis of the two analyses whose resultsr .i.were given very brieflyv in the first quarterly report. These appendi-
ces are referred to occasionally in thie ensuing qualitative discussion,

The. theory of homogeneous combustion an it exists today is an .xz-

tremely complicated one; howver, this is a moderately simple problem

wihen compared to the heterogenity of the comabustion procese which tkea

place in the chamber of a rocket uotero In normal rocket combustoiang

processes involving atomization, liquid mixing, diffusion, heating,

vaporization, and chemical reactions,9 all highly sensitive to injector

and chamber geometry, produce such an intricate picture that no attempt

can be made to predict the behavior of the propellants between the inm-

jector and the rocket nozxle. It can be said# however, that the.. pro-

cesses are dependent upon physical parameter~q such as injection rate

and patterns temperature, pressure, velocity, mixture ratio$ etco, and

thus the processes will take place at a constant rate only if these

physical factors are constant in time, Now, it seems that with the con-

ditions prevailing in ordinary rockets such a possibility can never

occiurp so that the local phy'sical parameters alwy fluctuate more or

loe wit-h time# and the process rates with theme A4a a resulto no per-

fectly smooth combustion can exist, and fluctuations of larger or amller

amplitude are always present. It fluctuations a.re large, we irlsitrarily

call the combution "rough", if not., it is "smooth". fNow, normal cola.

bustion may be d3fined as a combustion in ultch procoso going on at a

oertain location have no Influence on the prnosoa at a aufficiently
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111. THEORETICAL SUDIES (Gontid.)

dtstmnt location; i.e., fluctuations in local physical parameters occur

at random with respect to location in the chamber, Since the local

process rates are thus varying in a random manner s the avrage effect

of the variations over a sufficiently large time or space will be zero.

This holds true regardless of the amplitudes of th-i local fluctuations,

and hence it follows that stresses on the walls, heat transfer coeffi.

cients, and mechanical vibrations of the system will be practically un-

affected by roughness of the combustion,

Now suppoas that some factors external to the processes themselves,

causes the fluatattions of one or more of the physical parameters to be

coordinated so that the local process rates are no longer distributed at

± random , and a correlation now exists between fluctuations at tro arbi-

trarily distant points in the chamber. If appropriate conditions exist,

these coordinated fluctuations can feed back to the physical parameters

themselves, creating a situation of self-amplification or "instability".

Even though the amplitude of these tluctuations may be no larger than

that of the random "rough burning" variation., the effects of the organ-

ised oscillation on stresses, heat transfer, and mechanical'vibrations

are far more severe, since the averaged effects of such fluctuations,

contrary to the case of normal combustion, are not zero. These organ-

ised oscillations can be sufficiently severe to cause failure or burnout

of the rocloet and instrumentation in time intervals of the order of a

fraction of a second, and this is - reason for the difficulty in ob-

" taining a sufficient mass of reliable experimental information I view

of this lack of ar, experimental bass, formUlation of a theory which

describes these organised fluctuationos or instabilities, must be Made

by deductive rather than inductive reasoning, This i. done by de~ch-
RFL' RI OT ED
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iag tor sechanismB which might ho respp nslble for the coordination of

physical paet era, formlating throagha teoretical developments the

oonditimrs for appearance of luabi~y, predicting the eii~tx of

vaiatiwas in the geometry of tha aystva and other quantities, and

finally comparing with the available experimental Wonaatioei,

Several types of initability au be defined, depending on the

cauce for coordinat.Lon of fluctuations and on the affected parameters*

The first type invesitigated was first observed by von Karuan and his

group, and ia caused by pressure oscilat ions which cre set up by the

offset of balance betweeni burnin and exhaust rates, resulting in var-

intimns of the injection rates. This type of instability usually

occurs at frequencies lower than 100 cycles per second and is called

"low frequency instability* or "chugging*.

* I Another type of instability which can occur independently of

variations in injection rate depends on wave motion in the gases and

its effect on the combustion proces his phenomenon is coparable

to acoustic resonance, and the characteristic frequencies are close

to the natural frequencies of the chamber. Since these natural fre.-

quencies are general of the order of hundreds or thUsa of

cycles per second, this typo of instability is usually designated as

"high frequency instability*# or "screaming"*

lave propagation through the propellants in the feed system and

the coordination of injection rate fluctuations produce a third type

of instability known as hydraulic resonatice, which usually occizs at

frequency ranges som!ewhere between chugging and 8croamInng,

other possible coordinating nausea can be found,, saud t~u sh-c of

then corresponds &different type of pot-sn't-ial combue.1kn instability#

S RTRWTAET 1
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The first two types have been subjected to theoretical treatment, the

basic assumptions and fundamental results of which will now be discusbed

without going into the rather complicated details of tue analysis.

As has been done in many other classes of phenomena, a theoretical

criterion for instability can be obtained by considering ideal systems

with the processes taking place as they would during normal combustim,

and then applying a disturbance. If the disturbance effects fall to

sero with time, we conclude that the system is stable; if not1 the system

is either neutral or unstable.

Thus a prerequisite for the application of this criterion is a

certain knowledge of the normal combustion process, about whichp as pre-

viously discussed, so little is known. Fortunately, however, it turns

out that in most cases the processes need not be known in detail, and

some kind of synthetic picture is sufficient. If we consider, for in-

stance, the history of given small portions of two propellants which

are destined to react together, we realise that the processes which take

place from the instant of injection to the moment when the evolved hot

gases begin contributing to the chamber pressure cannot have ay direct

effect on instability. From this moment on, hoever, the process of

development of the products of reaction may create the organized os-

cillations which are generally recognized as instability. In a rocket

motor, the reaction proceeds more or less gradually until it Is approx-

imatey coplete. Nowq if for the given portions of propellants this

mathematically complicated continuous process is replaced by a hypothet-

ical discontinuous process, we obtain the considerable simplification

that ony two quantities, the time delay and the space delay, are suf-

ficient to schematically repreaent the combustion process of the given

portions of propellantsa Of course, the same sim'lification can be
RESTRi6TED
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III. THEORETICAL SrUDIES (Conttdo)

Made for every other portion; and. finally a satisfactory pieturA of nor-

mal combustion can be obtaind by attributing to ev-y- portion of each

propellant a time lag and a space delay, the latter usually being defined

vectaorially. In other words, we can make the approximation that the gas

generated at each point in the combustion chamber ws introduced at a

well-defined point in the injection system at a well-defined time before,

for each propellant,

The closeness with which the approiimation of a discontinuous com-

bustion can fit the aitual continuous process depends on the particular

case concerned. It is the opinion of this contractor that for many pro-

pellant combinationss the rate-determinig processes are of a physical

nature (e.g., atomization, heating and mixing). For these cases, the

actual production of burned gases takes place in a time interval sea-

ficiently short so that the assumption of discontinuous reaction is not

too far from the truth. However, if the controlling rate is the rate of

a chemical process which is slow even at high temperatures (e.g., devel-

opuient of free oxygen from dissociation of NO) then the approximation

will become worse. Unfortunately, since precise information on the act-

ual combustion mechanisms and their rates is not available, the post*.

lation of a well-defined time delay seems to be, even in these cases,

the only reasonable working assumption.

The approximation that the propellants give no contribution to the

pressure before they are suddenly transformed into the final products

has the interesting consequence that from a fluid-dynamical point of

view the flow can bo considered to consist only of burned gases, generated

by appropriately diseributed sources, and therefore having terperature

e,'diticns close to thoso of the constait prossure combuctiono Phyalcaly.

RESTRICTED
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III. THE~RVICAL SrUDIES (Contld.)

this result can perhaps be accepted as sufficiently appro4mate only

if the ixrned gases are in a state of intense circulation (or good

"recirculation") back to the injector, where otherwise the heat ex-

changed with the incoming propellants would create a temperature de-

feet. (On the other hand, if the recirculation is poor the afore-

said assumption about the nearly uniform gas temperature neet a

correction,) In this respect the schematic picture of combustion in

a rocket differs completely from that of an air combustor. Substan-

tially, the flow in a rocket can be considered as the flow of a gas

with constant stagnation temperature and variable flow rates while the

flow in the air combustor is a flow with constant rate and variable

stagnation temperature,

Considering now the effect of disturbances on this assumed picture

of combastion, we see that during the time lag between Injection of

our given portions of propellants and the evolution of hot gases, the

effects of the physical factors on the process rates art changed by the

disturbances applied, and hence the time and space delays for the given

portions of propellants will be altered. A complete description of

this situation is again hapered by the total lack of any quantitative

knowledge of the processes concerned# so that it becomes necessary to

postulate some plausible relationship between the delays and the hie-

tory of the physical factors Involved. For examples if the effects of

only pressure and temperature of the gases surrounding the propellant

are considered, we can make the schematized assumption that during a

certain initial t~me interval Zi (before mixing of the propellants),

pressure and temperature have no effect on the procoss, and that dur-

ing the rwiaining portion of our overall time lag, the rato oA the

RESTICTED
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proces is uniformly affected by pressure and temperature variations,

Suppose that the mmner in %hich the process rate is affected by

pressure and temparature during this Npressure-sensitive" portion of

the overall time lag can be expressed as a certain function f(pT).*

We assune that for the given portions of propellants, the pressuro.

sensitive portion 1 of the time lag is ended (and the burned gases

are evolved) when the processes have reached a certain state of con-

pletion. This can be expressed more concisely by the relatioa

jf(pT)dt' - constant (1)

: were p and T are functions of the time t' following the path of the

propellant portion considered. Of course1 if the temperature is

oerrelated with pressiue so that T = T(p), the function f(pT) depends

only on the instantaneous local pressure. The total time lag will then

begivenby + , and the space lag can be foundiftheveloci-

ties along the path are assumed to be knoo.

Let us now look at some of the results obtained for the case of

low frequency instability, This is the simplest of all cases in that

the pressure developed by gas generation at a certain location can be

considered to be transmitted ins4mntaneously to all points of the

ahamberp since the wave-travel time is much unaller than the period of

oossilations. Thus the pressure throughout the chamber may be assumed

to oscillate as a whole, which leads to the substantial simplification

that the apace delay has no effect on the rosults, and only a knowledge

of the time lags in necessary? Furthemores, knowledge of an average

value of the time lags among all portLons o propellants is approxi-.

RESTRICTED
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mately sufficient for study of the problem, and although substantial

deviations in time lag may exist, their effects can be shown to be

small"

In the first treatment of this kind of instability by Yon Karman

and his groupv the time lag was supposed to be a fixed quantity, in.-

sensitive to pressure or temperature variations, If the rate at

which the pressure build-up follows the burning rate (depending on

the balance between chmber volume and exhaust area) and the rate at

which the injection rate follow the pressure variations (determined

by the physical conditions of the feeding syte) are such that for

the given time delay the burning rate is increased when the pressure

is higher than normal and vice-verea, the conditions for unstable

combustion are created. Theoretical analyses based on this assump-

tion, were published by Ouder and Friantlq Yachter 2 , and Summera

field3 . The analyses were made possible by a linearisation of the

equations, following the assumption that the fluctuations of all

quantities are relatively small.

It might be well to include here a few remarks on this assunp-

tiop hich is the one that makes possible general theoretical p.e-

dictions and therefore has been adopted so far in all treatments of

the problem of instability. The fact that in actual unstable con-

bustion the amplitudes are large has generated some doubts about the

1 "Stability of Flow in a Rocket Motor by D.F, Gundm' and D.R.
Friant, Journal of Applied Mechanics, vol. 17, no. 3, 1950,
pp. 327-333

2 vDiscussion of the Paper of Reference I," by X. Yachter, Jour-
nal of Applied Mechanics, vcl, 18, no. 1. 1951, pp#. l14-I1A

3 "A Theory of Unstable Combustion in Liquid Propellant Rocket
SYstems," by M. Summerfield (presented at the Heat Transfer
and Fluid Mechanics InstiteLie at Stanford University on -June
20-22s 1951)t Jo0n1.l of the Amnrican Rocket Sciety; vol, 21.
no, 5. 1951,

'RESTRICTED
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suitability and the practical meaning Of such linearized analysis* These

doubts would be justified if the-theory did not predict unstables cofdi.m

tivns since in this case non-linear e#ffects could comletely change the

results, However, since the linearized treatment actually predicts in.

stability in certain ranges.. it is certain that in these ranges the non-

linear effects Cannot .81ebtanially change the results, and that the only

radical contribution of non-linearity would be the appearane.* of addition-

al unstable ranges for large disturbances. The inclusion of non-linear

effets would in this case produce only a refinement Of the line"Uied

theory, which in itself provides a trustworthy tool. O)f courgs One must

be careftl in applying the predictions of the linearized theory$ which

apply only to conditions of incipient instability, to check experimental

results obtained ith fully developed unstable conditions*

in the theoretical analyses mentioned above, it was shown that In-

stability could appear onlyv if the relative pressure drop at the injec-

tor (ratio between injectcr pressure 'drop Ap and mean chamber pressure

f) is below 0.5 . Wihen this condition is verified, instability can be

generated only if the time delay is above a certain critical value which

depends on the physical conditions of the feeding system and of the cham-

ber. The frequency of the oscillations under conditions of incipient in-.

stability was also determined, and could vary in a wide range of low fro-

4 quencies depending on the forementioned physical conditions* It should

be noted that in thin case the frequency of the oacillations is not ru-

lated to amy natural frequency of oscillation of the system, but is do-

tarokined by a balance between time lag and relaxation timns of the pro-

ceases follo~ng the offset of the maas balanco in the combustion chain-

bers and of the dyrnamic balance of the feeding system.

R M' L T rED
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If now we assume that the time lag is not constant, the analysis

becomes somewhat more Involved* Considering a pressure-sensitive por-

tion of the time lag, as disoussed previously, and existence of

some correlation between pressure and temperature oscillations, the

assumption of Equation (1) may be introduced and used to formulate a

reanalysis of the problem. The form of the functional relation

f(p,T) in required'in order to pursue the analysis, and was taken to

be proportional to the nth power of the pressure, where n is called

the pressure interaction indexz,

The fundamental results of the aaalysis of low-frequency instability

considering a pressure-sensitive portion of the time lag are as follows:

If n is larger than O5, instability is possible as a result of the.1

interaction between pressure oscillations and burning rate even for con-

stant rate of injection. In order to obtain this so-called intrinsic

instability) the time lag must again be larger than a certain critical

value which depends on n, and on the so-called residence time Og of

the gases in the chamber (equal to the ratio between the mass of gases

present in the chamber and the average or steady-.state flow rate). As

in earlier analyses# it is observed that the characteristic instability

frequency may fall in a wide range.

If now both time lag and injection rate are variable# the resulting

conditions are more difficult to discuss in general since the type of

feeding system has an important effect on the results. However. by con-

sidering two types of feed systems, one with a constant pressure supply

and the other with a constant rate supply, it is possible to deterrdine

the effects on stability of variations in uch quantities as line lrth

and elasticity, This is done in Reference 4, and diagrams are preacnio* ;-

4 "Aspects of Coobution SAbl 1ty in Liquid Prqopelant Rocket Mcd or& r I
by LC Crocco, Journal of the American Rotct society Nov. 1951 and
Jan-Feb 1952. iGTIOD

SP~t fh~PA± or
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which give the values of the critical tim lag above which combustion is

unstable and the corresponding period of the oscillation whick. wlL exist

under given feed line length, injector pressure drops, and pressge inter-

action indices, These Uiagrams indicate the important fact that if the

rocket is intrinsically unstable, it is possible only in excepticnal cases

to obtain stability through changes in the feed system, and, in general,

combustion i411 always remain vmstable, The diagras can be made to apply

to more complicated feeding systems# involving combinations of non-zero

line length and non-zero elasticity© They ay be used both for mionpro

pellant combustion and for bipropellant systems in which certain relations

are satisfied by the geomqtry of the two feeding systeAs. Uben these cer-

tain relations are not verified in the case of bipropeilant systems the

discussion becomes more involved. and it is difficult to present general

diagrams o predictions.

Summarizing the discussion of low-frequency instability, if the com-

bustion is not intrinsically unstable, simple variatiorw of the physical

parameters of the feed systems and of the chamber may cure instability.

If, however, the combustion is intrinsically unatable, changes in the

feeding system are generally ineffective, and the cure should come through

an increase in residence time or a decrease in time lag.

For more complicated systems with complicated automatic controls thera

may be interference between the controlo and the combution. It seems,

however, that generally the frequencies of the servosystems and of the un-

stable combustion are in different ranges, in which case interference is

negligible. A pure instability of aw.re'ontrols is possible bat thic must

not be considered as a type of combustion In3tabilityp Th4 poaaible ia~er-

forence of servocontrols with combutim ha s r tn Taira And

5"S eo Stabilization of Pockot 11t#r Oscillationsj," b HS, Tsioen
Journal of the Aarican P- 1aot scity, Nov-aec 1952 S
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warble 6a possibility of stabilization of unstable combustion when other

means are not effective or possiblee

A different method of analysis in required for the stUW of high

frequency instability# in which acoustic resonance is the coordinating

factor. Of the several different possible types of interaction which

may produce instability, the one which is believed to be the most in.

portant for good-performance rockets is the cambustion-pressure-temper-

atwue Interactions and only this interaction has been analysed. The

present discussion is also limited to the case of longitudinal instabil-

ityO so that a knowledge of the transversal distribution of combustion

i unessential. Therefore, a longitudinal distribution of time lags and

space delays is all that is needed for the study of the problems to:*

gather with a proper definition for the interaction mechanism.

The distribution of space lags is determined when the combustion

distribution along the chamber is prescribed. To extreme types have

so far been analyzeds a concentrated combustion front corresponding to

a single value of the space dalay for all of the propellant, and a

uniformly distributed combustion in which the velocity of the gases in-

creases linearly with the distan,.% from the injector end. During the

pressure insensitive part of the time lag, which in unessential for the

following considerations, the velocity of the propellants is sloed down

from the injection velocity until it reaches the velocity of the main

flow of gases, and during the prersure sensitive part of the time lag

the average Motion of the &as is followed by the propellants. In the

concentrated combustion cas, no velocity of the gases exists upstream

of the combustion fronto Tharefwe, Vhe displacement of the propellants

during the ressure sensitivu part of the tire 2 :seo qnd the values
"Servo abilization of' Low Frequency 03dillationAu in a EiprOpellalit

Rocket Motors, by F.R, N'bl. Joiiznal uf ta Amerioan Rocket Socipty,
Warch-April 1953

sixuallnYT MUWW If~tZION
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ef the pressures under the interal sign have to be computed at the loca-

tion of the fronts In the case of distributed combuntion the velocity

is win-sero, and the change in locstion durirg the integration has to be

taken into account. However, the simplifying assumption has been made

that thts displacement is small as omared. with the total space lag.

The problem is treated by writing down the equations of the gas

notion for small non-suteady perturbations with the prescribed sources of

burned gases, by supposing thereafter an exponential time dependence with

general comp lex exponent and searching for the neutral conditions.. mhere

the exponent is a pure imaginary and the system satisfica the proacrib6d.

boundary conditions* The system is further simplified by supposing that

the Mach numbers of the gas flow are sufficiently small throughout the

chamber so t hat their squares can be neglected vith respect to unity.

Tho boundary conditions to be applied are the following; at the in-

jector ead the perturbation of the velbocity must ilvays be sera# and at

the nozzle end a certain cmlex ratio between the perturbations of vel-

oci.ty and pressuare or density (analogous to the ordinary acoustic impe-

dance) in prescribed* This conpbex ratio has been detuerined 7 '98 fora

particular type of nozzle with linear velocity distribution in the con-

verging part, as a function of the Yach number at the nozzle entrance,

The phase difference between the perturbations starts from zero at zero

frequency, increases to a maximum as frequency is increased, and th~u

decreases again to zero for very high frequencies* The ratio of ampli-

tudes of velocity and density increases steadily fromt the value 1 

7 "The Transfer Function of Rlooket Wozzbesn', by H.S. Tsiens Journal of
the American Rocket Society, May-June 1952

8 "Superritical Gaseous Discharge with High Frequency OscilLationo,"
by Is* Crocco, VIII Congress of Applied Mechanical (to be published
in "LlAeroteenicat") 

EPRVD
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which is characteristic of very low frequencies (and corresponds to the

condition of constant Mach n'nber) to a much larger value characteristic

of Infinite frequencies* Tw casea have been consideredt one for an

ideal one-dimensional nozxle of sero length, and the other for an ideal

nozzle In vhich the length of the converging part of the nozzle is about

one-third the length of the chamber*

The results of the analysis for the concentrated combustion ease

are presented in detail in Appendix A, These results can be summarised

&8 follows:

kben the combustion front is located close to a pressure node in

the chanber the corresponding mode of oscillation i always stable,

but instability appears when the combustion front moves sufficiently far

away from the nodes. The most dangerous situation for all modes occurs

when the combustion is concentrated at the injector end or at the Aosle

end.

For one particular value of the interaction index np use of the

zero-length nozzle boundary condition indicates that instability will

exist over nearly all possible values of time lag and conbustion loca-

tioe, if modes of oscillation higher than the fundamental are taken in-

to account* However, this rather discouraging situation is alleviated

when the more realistic nozzle boundary condition is applied# since all

modes except the fundamental become stable, and the regicns of instabil-

ity of the fundanental mode ii selt. are greatly reduced,

If the interaction index a is increased, the stability conditions

become less favorable, and it is clear that n has an effect, somewhat

similzr to that described in the low .Zrtqueacy caae. Indee.d, it can

actually be shown that high--frequency instability can oly bn pr-,zant :U
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n is larger than a value vory close to O.5

The analysis for the case of distributed combustion is peented in

detail in Appendix B. The fundamental reault of this treatment is that

no matter how long the nozzle is taken to be, the values of the 1nter-

action index n for which instability may appear are well above the ranges

to be expected, and therefore the combustion is always stable.

It is interesting to compare some of t he mentioned results vith the ex-

cellent experimental work by Berman and Cheney of General Slectric'. In this

work the combustion has been viewed through a slot window in a cylindrical

combustion chamber and the wave motion actually observed. Comparisons with

pressure oscillations gave a full check. With a short nozzle the instabil-

ity could easily be obtained and gave rise to high amplitude oscillations

that degenerated into a shock wave oscillatory process; however, this shock

. type of instability was always preceded by a ave type of increasing am-

plitude. When the nozzle was replaced by a longer one with the same throat

areas the stability conditions seemed to be considerably improved and the

shock type was never observed, and at the same times the frequ6ncy de.

creased slightly. This, and many other experimental results, are in sub.

stmntial agreement with.the predictions of the theory and seen to indicate

that the assumptions are substantially correct.

Much theoretical work remains to be done, In order to extend the

evaluations in the high frequeny case to more general combustion dis-

tributions and less x rictive assumptions about the time lags znrd

especial3y to develop an analogous treatment for the case of transversal

modes. which seems to become of comparable and even greater importa,e

than the longitudinal type mhet the thr1usk of the rockets increases and

the tran iYfsal dmensions bea-;me equal to or larger than th longitidinal

9 "ombustion Etudies in Rocket hotorr" by K, Bz and S3ft lhene
hUerican Rveoket Sooiety HeetiN& De fock rXl ! RcI el$rr))m
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A systeatic emperimental research in parallel vith the thewetical

in now being conducted under the terms of the subject contraoTs with the

definite purpose of determining the empirical laws of the time lag and

checking the predictions of the thewoy, It is only with a dual program

of this kind that man can hope to gain full understanding of thig comli-

cated phenomenon and of the ways to prevent its

I
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IV. APPARMUS

A. Facilities

The rocket test cell and control room are now complete, and installa-

tion of the monopropellJit feed system, thrust stand, aud control system

is vnder way. Instrumentation wiring has ben run between the rocket con-

trol room and the central recording room in "Ef Building, An instruenta-

tion control console and six vertical instrument display racks bay. bee

built and installed in the central recording room, and installation of

inatruwints, control components and wiring is progressinge It is wxpected

that this equipment will be sufficiently complete to be used o feed ystem

flow, calibration tests without introducing additional delays,

The hydraulic and pneumatic component test panels, although lacking

some components due to extremely late deliverias, are in current use for

calibration and operational testing of various feed system components,

It is expected that application of this facility will be extended enor-

mously when the delayed components arrive and can be put to use.

B. Constant Rate Monopopellat Feed System

Installation of piping and standard feed system components on the.

west vall of the rocket test cell has been completed, and is shown in

Figure 1. All instrumentation and pneumatic control lines have been run

through a convenient bulkhead for ease in pressure-check and calibration

procedures, as indicated in the figure. The concrete thrust stand founda-

tion for monopropellant tests has ben pouredp and the thrust stand itself

has been constructed and mounted in the test cell. Delivery of components

such as the pulsing unit, propellant valve and emergency propellant valve

actuators, and rocket motor, all of which are to be mounted on the thrust

stand# has been delayed, but these components are all expected to urrive

shortlyg The major obstacle encountered, however9 has beon th, extensive

RESTRI CTED
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B. Constant Rate Monopropellant Feed ystam (Cont od,)

delay in delivery of the monopropellant tank, and this has shlrpy cur.

tailed work on both the gas pressursing line and the liquid propellant

line. It is possible thato if any further delays are encowutered in

delivery of this item, a temporary tank -ay be rigged as an interim meas-

ure. Possible delays in delivery of the pulsing unit have been foreseen,

and consequently an interim unit, consisting of a butterfly sounted in a

shunt line, has been designed and is nearing completion in the shop,

Construction of a heat exchanger to act as a source of heat in

maintaining unifora propellant teperature in the tw is in progrvew.

This heat exchanger win be mounted directly under the Lecd-system cOm-

ponent panel, The control console and companion. panels wbieh will ount

operational gages and meters are to be delivered in December. Components

for these panels are arriving daily, and it is expected that they will

anl be available when installation of the monopropellant feed system is

complete. A schematic of the monopropellan control system is shoun in

Figure 2.

Calibration tests of the feed system components were initiated and

operational checks of various standard componnts are- in P-Ogress. Static

testing of the first cavitating venturi, which is expeated to provide a

constant rate of propellant flow for a clmber pressure of 300 psi, has

been completed. The venturi performed according to design specifications,

passing a constant flow of 1.5 lb/sec wi.th doi mstream prestures ranging

frcm approximatay 100 to 450 psio Dynamic calibt.at ion of tbe verturi

awaits a-rival of the pulsing unit (or interim pulaing uait) arzi compl,,

tion o calibration of the prezsuae pickusa,

A servieiUg trailer to facilltbtc ethylenn oide 1adir4 operationa
KSTRI"T ED
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B. Conetant Rate Moopropellarn reed Syvtem (Cont'ds)

has been designed and constructed, The trailer is fitted with a swinging

boom and winch to aid in handling drums of oxide, and a serwlco piping

system for transferring oxide from the drums to the monopropellant tank

without air contact is ready for installations

C. Monopopellant Rocket Motor

The rocket motor shom in the first quarterly report is now being

manufactured, and should be delivered in December. The eight injectors

are nearing completion, and although severe welding difficulties may

alter the anticipated delivery date, it is expected that they will arrive

well before the motor itself is delivered.

A high-power, low voltage ignition unit has been delivered frop the

Scintilla Yagneto Division of Bendix. ?his unit, the TIN-IO has been

used successfully under extrmely unfavorable conditions In turbojet en-

gines, and should supply satisfactory ignition in the monopropellmnt

motor. Scintilla has also supplied two adjustable experimental Igniter

plugs for use with the TIN-1O unit,

The oxygen system for starting and the inert-gas purge system have

been designed and all parts prcuraded The inert-gas purge will start

automatically when the tank vent is closed and the emergency propellant

valve opens. It stops when the propellant valve opens, and starts again

automaticaly at the end of a rnn wen the propellant valve is clooed,

Oxygen flow is controlled by a magnetic valve which is coupled directly

to the electrical ignition system so that spark and oxygen are turned on

manually together and are both shut off auiomiticaJy by an adjustablP

time-delay relay aotuated- a crizmber preeautse sitch (Coe Fig. 2),1

RRICTFD
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D. Instrumentation

The major effort on instrumutation during the period covered by this

report has been in the development and testing of the Prineton-T press-

ure pickup and in dynamic floweter research. Construction and wiring of

an instrument control console and display racks and operational checks of

commercial equipment received during this period have progvessed satis.

factorily, and most of this type of work is expected to be completed short-

lyo The majority of commercinl equipment ordered has been delivered not-

able excepions being the sonic analyzer, the i mass flowmeters the

Nittelman electromagnetic floneter, and the specially-designed four.

channel filter; all of which are well overdue, but are expected by January,

(1) Sensing Elements

Three differential pressure pickups, one absolute pressure pickup,

and one duiny pickup (identical to the absolute pressure unit except that

the strain tube element is lacking) were delivered by Control Engineering

Corporation. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the differential pressure

unit, which is the prime feature of instrumentation on the subject con-.

tracts and the sketch of Figure 4 illustrates its operation.

The transducer is designed for flush-mounting in the rocket motor

combustion chamber. The twe catenary diaphragms shown .1 iigwi 4 are

rigidly fastered together at the inflection points by a metal ring,

2nd provision is made to supply a flow of cooling vater betwoen the dia-

phragius. A strain tube is mounted on the upper diaphraga, and strain

vjres bonded to the tube are deformed when the diaphragm flexes under

pressure. These wires form one side of a Uheate4tone bridge, so that if

the Input voltage across the bridge is fixed and the bridge balanced at

SECUFRMTy$71ATlION
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D. Inatrumentation (Cont'd.)

(1) Sensing Elerments (Contid.)

some pressure, changes in resistance of the strain wires (when they are

deformed as a result of changing the pressure on the diaphragm) cause the

bridge to become unbalanced, and the unit is designed so that the un-

balanced voltage will be directly proportional to the magnitude of the

pressure change. In order to obtain very high sensitivity to small

pressure changes at high pressure levels, the chamber above the top

diaphragm is sealed, and may be pressurized. This means that if it is

desired to measure small pressure fluctuations in a chamber operating

at, says 600 psi, the "back pressure" on the diaphragm is set at some

value in the neighborhood of 600 psi. Then, the strain gago will read

differences in pressure from this reference value, and consequently a

very sensitive steain gage may be usedt one that has a range of, say,

- 100 psi., If nn "back pressure" could be applied, it would be neceus-

ary to nse a strain gage with a range of 700 psi$ and hence much lower

sensitivity to small fluctuations would be obtainable. One difficulty

introduced by the use of highly sensitive strain gages is the necessity

for ovorpressure protection, and this is included in the transducer in

the form of a rigid metal ring fastened to the main pickup body between

the diaphragms, thus limiting deformations to acceptable amounts in both

directions.

In addition to the differential transducer described above, an ab-

solute pressure pickup of the same basic douole-diaphragm design was

delivered for use in the measurement of combustion chamber pressure

level, starting transients, etc. Unfortunately, this pickup was des-

troyed during operational testing, as will be described latex' and a

REST!RICT D
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D. Instrumentation (Cnt'd.)

(1) Sensing Elements (Conit'd.)

replacement will be ordered for use in the monopropellant moto,

Operationil testing and calibrational tests of the Princeton-MIT

design have been begun and results of the initi4l tentingu ar re

ported in a later section,

Much research has been done during the period covered by this
report on the problem of mbasurement of transient flow phenomena.

As reported earlier. three basic flomeior types have been investi-
gatedt the angular-mcmentum mass flowmeter designed by Dr. Y.T. Li

of the MI1 Instrumentation Laboratorys, the electromagnetic flouneters

and the hot-wire anemometer modified for use with liquids.

The basic principle of operation of Dr. Lils mass flowneter iv

indicated in the diagram of Figure 5. The fluid flows through a Ua-

tube which is rotated at constant speed, A str,n tube; to which a

strain gage is bonded, comprises a section of the rotating tembar

as shBon in Figure 5. As the mass flow varies, the angular momentum

of the fluid in the U-tube chages, and hence the torque required to

maintain its rotation at constant speed will change. Since the strain

tube transmits torque from the motor to the U-tube, its deformation will

be proportional to the torque and hence to the angular momentum of the

fluid In the U-tube, Thus the strain gage reading is directly propor-

tional to the angular mae-nt t om, since the geometry o '.he eystem is

fixed, to the mass flow, The frequency response of the flowmeter do-

pc-ads priearly, on the natural frequency of the mechanioal and hydraulic

portions of the fluid passages, since the natural frequency of the elec-

trical elements of the system will be quito high, Preliminary checks by
RR IOTFA
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D. Instrumentation (Contfd.)

(1) Sensing Elements (Conttd,)

the designer indicate a natural frequency for the unit of approximately

800 cycles per seconds which means that the response should be linear

to at least 200 cps and may possibly be good up to 350 cps. This flow-

meter is to be delivered in Januarys 1953, at which time it will be cal-

ibrated for frequency response, phase lag, and average flow rate, and

will be compored with other dynamic floweters,

Two designs of electromagnetic flowteter will be used in flow cal-

ibration tests, the Mittelman meter, designed and built by Ragene Mittel-

mans Inc., and the Arnold meter, designed by Dr. James Arnold of the

Physical Science Laboratory, New Mexico College for Agriculture and Mech-

anical Arts, Las Cruces, New MzLoo. Both meters are similar in operat-

ing principle, but have several differences in consruction and compon-

ent design, The Arnold meter is to be delivered shortly, on loan from

the Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins University, and the

Mittelman meter is expected in January, on loan from the Naval Air

Rocket Test Station at Lake Donmark N.J.

The operating principle of the electromagnetic flowmater may be

outlined as follows& A magnetic field is set up around a non-conduct-

ing tube through which the fluid flows. It the fluid is a conductor

of electricity, a current will be induced in it as a result of the Vag-

ntic field, and the magnitude of this current will be proportional to

the velocity of the fluid flow, according to Faraday's principle of

electromagnetic induction. This current is then transmitted through

electrodes set into the nonconducting tube to an electronic amplifier

and recording instruments.
RFSTRICT kz
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Do Instrumentation (Cont'do)

(1) Sensing Elements (ContcdQ

in order to obtain the highest possible frequency response, a constant

magnetic field (maintained by direct current) would be most advantageousl

however, this type of field introduces a major problem know as polariza•

tiono A conducting liquid will electrolyse, when an electric current is

passed through it, and if this current is always in the samo direction,

as would be induced by a constant magnetic field, electrolysis of the liq-

uid will cause gas to form on the electrodes, When the nonconducting gas

coats the electrodes completely, the instrument is useless, since the sig-

n&l can no longer be maintained., For this reasons it has been necessary

to use an alternating magnetic field. Then, however, the frequency re.

pons* of the instrument is limited, since instead of measuring the flow

continuously, we are obtaining a number of discrete readings correspond-

Ing to the pulses of the magnetic field. For example, suppose the flow

were oscillating sinusoida.Ly at 200 cycles per second. Let us say that

ten points on each individual sine wave cycle are necessary in order to

delineate the waveform of the flow. Then it in necessary to oscillate the

magnetic field at 2,000 cycles per second, and, since electromagnets ?oss-

ess large values of inductance, the problem of maintaining linearity can

become rather severs,

The Mittelman meter uses a magnet frequency of 1,000 cps, and hence

can be used to measure fluid flows oscillating at 100 cps. The Arnold

flowmeter is claimed to have a magnet frequency of 5,000 cps, and if

forthcoming tetu indicate satisfactory operation of that frequencyp this

meter will be useful at flow oscillations of 500 cps*

Soe research has been conducted at Princeton on the possibility of

RESfRICTED
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Do Intruentation (Cont'd.)

(1) Sensing Elemeits (Conttd.)

using direct current excitation of the magnet, and cancellin u t the

D.C. component of the induced cmrent in the oscillating liquid flow

by applTing a reverse D.C. potential across the electrodes. This muld

prevent polarisation from occoring, nnd at the same time would not dis-

turb the AC, portion of the induced current which measures the oscill-

ating component of the liquid flow. This would permit measurement of

very high frequencics, since the only limitation is the natural fre-

quency of the electronic system components Unfortunately, the press

of other work has prevented any extensive development of this scheme,

and it has been put off until more time or manpower becomes available.

The hot-wire type flowmeter is nearly ready for use in calibra-

tion of the monopropellant feed system, This instrument consists of

a fine wire wrapped on a non-conducting support, which is placed dir.

ectly into the stream of fluid. A constant electric current is passed

through the wire to heat it, and a Weatstone bridge is used to meacure

the resistance of the wire, Now$ as the flow paot the hot wire changes,

the heat transfer from the wire varies accordingly p and hence Its

emperature wvli. change. This alters the resistance of the Wiro aad

thus, by recording the output of the Wheatstone bridge, a. itacu of

the flow variations can be obtainede The major failing of this type

of flowstew in that the heat tranefor charactcerstics of tho e arc

nonlinear and vubject to m'wny other effects bosidoo flow ratag henuo

the mDasured applituden of flow oscllations are not at cal. ccurvto.

Th hot wir1) hof q r on , io aatirely na I ictoiy co a flow p,,,ct

niaro itn frecmncy reponco with a. ou2.C. t ontly n, fiw' - k, zr .cd it
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IV. APPARATUS (Contid.)

D. Instrumentation (Cont'do)

(1) Sensing Elements (Cont'd.)

liquid is highp and the nonlinearity does not affect phase measurements,

Its principal application in connection with the subject contract will

be for calibrating the phase difference between actual flow rate and

dYnamic pressure drop across the injector orifices as measured by two

pressure transducers, It will also be used as a check on the other types

of flowmeters described above,

The major problem encountered in the measurement of transient flows

is the fact that no accurate standard of reference is available to use

as a calibrating datum. A flowmeter designed to measure steady flows can

easily be calibrated by collecting and weighing the liquid which passes

through the meter in a given period of time. but no knowi mthod exists

for determining acurately the transient wave-form of an oscillating flow.

i'n view of this lack of a calibration reference, the method to be used in

connection with the present contract will consist of comparing the read-

ings of all four dynamic flowmsetOrs (the Li type. the Arnold meter, the

Mittelmn device, and the hot wire) at flow oscillation frequencies start-

ing from sero (when all four should read the same) and increasing to the

point at which the readings all diverge. It will be adsuaed that the

frequency at which this divergence occurs is the maximum response which

can be accurately recorded, although it is certainly possible that one

of the moters may be usable at a higher frequency. of course$ if it

could be assumed that the flow pulsing device were delivering a known

wave-shape of known aplitude, an absolute reference could be had,# but

there is no way of knowing whether or not this is actually the -. se.

Hencep in order to be conservative, it is necessary to operate only up

RMTRICTO
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IV. AMMATUS (Contid.)

Do Instrumentation (Cont'd.)

(1) 3nsin& Elements (Cont'd*)

to frequencies for uhich at least two of the flowmeter readings coincides

and either one of these two flowmeters may then be used in mucweding

tosts

It is hoped that it will not be necessary to include a dynamic

flovueter in the actual rocket motor testes, but that it will be poss-

ible to measure oscillating flows by recording instantaneous pressure

drop across the injector orifices. In order to verify the theoretically

derived relationship between dynamic pressure drop and dynamic flow, a

series of calibrations will be run an the monopropellant feed system us-

ing one of the actual rocket motor injectors with two pressure transducers

and a flowueter. These calibrations will consist of wesuring a pulsat.

ing flow with one of the dynamic floauetera, at the same time recording

the instantaneous pressure drop across an injector* According to theory,

both a phase and an amplitude difference between flow and pressure drop

are introduced as a result of inertia of the liquido The purpose of the

calibration tests wili Le to measure these dilferences, an#, more ipor.-

tant, to determine whether or not they are consistent at various flow

conditiops. These tests will also be used to evaluate the effect of wave

travel time in the feed line, by arying the distance between flowmeter

and injector and measuring the time lag between floumeter pulses and press-

ure indicator pulses. If the time lAg (which is actually the phase diff-

erence between flow and pressure) is then plotted against distance, the

intercept at zero distance will be the true phase difference between 1low

and pressure at the injector itself, and will be independent of thD dim*

tance between the flowmeter and the pressure transducers.

RE TI7 =ZO TI
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IV. APPARATUS (Conttd,)

Do Instrumentation (Cont'd.)

(1) Sensing Elements (Cont'd.)

In addition to the dynmic flowmeters, the average flow rate will be

recorded by a Potter flowtera which is a pressure balanced turbine whose

speed is proportional to the flow rate. The revolutions of the turbine

are counted and integrated by an -lectronic circuit (constructed at Prince-

ton) which indicates the turbine RPM, and hence the flow rate, on a re-

cording potentiometer. This meter wll be used in conjunction with the

dynamic flowster tests described above in order to evaluate the average

flow indications of the various dynamic mters., Calibration of the Potter

meter can be easily accomplihed with a stopwatch and weighing tanks since

it is used only to measure steady flow*

(2) Iutermediate Elements

(a) High-stability D.C. differential amplifier

A D.C. amplifier was designed by the Advance Electronics Corpor'

ation, Passaic, N.J. in cooperation with Princeton for particular appli-

cation to the type of measurements required for the subject contract.

The amplifier is distinguished by several outstanding features, includ-

ing excellent stability# which results from the 600 volt "B" voltage#

an output drift of only about .030 millivolts per hour, and, most in-

portwant a circuit which will amplify the difference between two input

signals. Careful attention was given to the maintainance of zero phase

shift in an oscillating input .sigal., Six channels, each with variable

gain of from onm to twenty, were built in three rack-mounted units of

two channels eachp Initial testing of the amplifiers indicates ex-

cellent performance, conforming to all design specifications, and as

soon as two pressure pickups have been calibratedp the amplifiers will

SEC W79;*&TION



IV, APA&US (Cont Id.)

D, Inst inentation (Cont'd.)

(2) Intermediate Zlements (Cont ad,)

(a) High-stability Me.C differential amplifier

be checked under operational conditions,

(b) Narrow bund-pass filter

One of the major problems encountered in setting up instrmenta.

tion for time-.lag masurements in rocket motors was the design of a

hghmidSelitry ultra-low frequency bmnd-pass filter with a band width

of the orrot 20 cps and zero phase shift of the input signal,. Mc

haustive soarc~s of available cormercial equipment revealed no single

filtr or combination of filters vhloh could meet these specifications.

Sveral bide involving special designs were submitted and reviewed, and

it ws fII3T decided to accept that of Beva Laboratoriesp ITrenton,9

N.J., for a four-chaniel frequency%.modulated filter,

BaSiCally, the filter. consists of a frequency-seletiv. heterod~ine

auVJJLfier continuously adjustable from 50 cycles to 10,000 cycles per

second. The entering signal is modulated by the output from a high-

frequency oscillator with r. drift stability better then 3 cycles per

week. The resulting *beat* signal, can then be filtered with high

selectivttW by a "QrW mltiplier cifruit, obtaining a frequency band

of wall below 20 cps outside of which the cutoff Is extremely sharp.

ThA frequency signal is then demodulated, and the filtered output'passes

on to tba recording instrment,*

Preliminary tests by the manfact-awei indicate very small phase.

shift, which, if it exists at all, is Pnntant, and hence can be cao.

peneated for. The noise outpie of the instrutuent wo claimed to be

nag:icibl,~ Delivery of the four-channe! unit iz; wcedac~d In Janiumry,

RESTRI CT)?Z
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IV. APPARTUS (ContId.)

D. Instrumentation (Cont'd.)

(2) Intermediate flements (Cont'd.)

(b) Nonv'w band-pass filter

and performance tests wil be conducted at that times

(a) Other Intermediate equipment consists of a two-chamrel AC.

audio-amplifier, designed and constructed at Princeton, and two integra-

tor circuits, one designed by Reactio Motors, Inc., the other by the

Naval Air Rocket Test Station at Uaks Denmark, (both constructed at

Princeton) for use with the Potter flowmeter. A bridge circuit and am-

plifier for the hot-wire anemometer were on hand at Princeton, and have

been modified for the particular application of this instrument as de-

cribed previously. Much auxiliary equipment, consisting of power sup-

plies, calibrating and testing instruments, multiple switches, rclayss

poteatioueters, etc.,s have been purchased or constructed by Princeton

to service this and other contracts.

(3) Indicating and Recording Elements

All recorders and indicating instruments used in the measurements

of rocket stability parameters are commercially available types, and

were described briefly in the first quarterly report; however, a

slightly more detailed Rccount of each instrument might be of interest

here.

(a) Dual-bean oscilloscope

The dual-beam oscilloscope, manufa-tured by Dmont, is the same

aw an ordinary laboratory cathode-ray oscilloscope'oxcept that all

facilities necessary to observe two input signals ere included, Thus

this instrument is ai. excellent means of comparing two transient or'

oveiAlnting measurcz ans,. Tho ocilloccope, unfortunately, is not

RE&rIRIC'TED
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IV. APPARATUS (Contd.)

D. Instruentation (Ccnttd.)

(3) Indicating and Recording Zleietv (Cont d.)

(a) Dual-beam oscilloscope

adequate for quantitative measurementa of the required accuracy, partly

due to the high ratio of trace -width to the scale of coordinates, and

partly due to its high sero drift* However, its extremely high fre-

queney response makes it an excellent means of studying and comparing

phenomena such as transient pressures in the injector and chamber dur-

ing Ignition, usimg a Dumont oscilloscope camera to record its data*

The oscilloscope's extreme flexibility also makes it a vital tool in

the qualitative comairison of tw mutual]y dependent quantities (e.gp,

injector and chamber pressure, injector pressure drop and flow, dy-

namic flow aa masurod by two different meters, etc.), which is a

necessity in order to determine such things as the usefulness of the

data, the selection of optimum rocket motor test conditionsp selection

of the range and type of high-accuracy recording devices etc.

In addition to the above direct applications to rocket tests, this

instrument has been put to good use fer calibration and operational

testing of various other pieces of equipment, and this will probably

continue to be one of its major fields of operation.

(b) Recording potentiometers

Six of these general-purpose Leeds and Northrup instruments (two

of which were purchased by the subject contract) are available for

recording ateady-state Aeasurements such an average chamber pressures,

average propellant flow rate, average injector pressure drop, etc.

In addition to these direct applications, the recording potentiometers

have been invaluable for general calibratiin instrwiients due to their

MTRITMIL'-F7 U& Q
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IV. APPARATUS (Conttd.)

D. Intrumentation (Cont'd.)

(3) Indicating and Recording Elements (Cont Ido)

(b) Recording potentiometers

excellent accuracy, the maxi um overall error in their readings being

only ±0.3% of full scale.

(c) Two-channel magnetic tape recorder

The tape recorder will be perhaps the most important single unit

in the electronic instrumentation system. It is a highly specialised

model designed particularly for recording rocket combustion data, and

has several features which make it unique in this application

The basic recorder unit, manufactured by Ampex, is a high-fidelity

instrument with less than 1% tape flutter, designed for industrial re-

search applications utilising electrical input signals. The basic

unit has been modified so that. data may be recorded at a tape speed

of 6) inches per second and played back at either 60 or 3 inches per

second. This feature provides for an amplification of the time scale

of an oscillating signal by a factor of twenty to one; for example,

if it is desired to record a signal oscillating at 5,000 cycles per

second, use of the low-speed playback actually reduces the frequency

to 250 cycles per second without distortion of the signal in any wy,

and hence the high-frequency input signal may be recorded or observed

on a low-frequency instrumeto Furthermore, if it is desired to ob-

serve the wave form of the signal onp says an electromagnetic oscillo-

graph, the amplification of tise scale, provided by the tape recardeV a

low-speed playback feature actually stretches out the oscillograph

trace and hence permits a clear pictxe of the signa. to be prset3d,

This fefture thus multiplies the effective tape '!nd -rci, W .4
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IV. APPAAUS (Contld.)

D. Instrumentation (Gont'd.)

(3) Indicating and Recording Elements (Cont~de)

(a) Two-channel magnetic tape recorder

the oscillograph by a factor of twenty without loss of fidelityo

One of th-j most important admntages of using the Ampex machine to

record data is that ,it provides a permanent ,signal source" which can

be played back as many times as desired into different types of display

instruments, with different filter bands, different degrees of amplifica-

tion, ete Thus, one may study several different phenomena of a giv*A

test carefully and wepeatedly, selectig optinum instrument range,

rather than being obliged to use data recorced at a single set of in-

strument settings as would be the case if a nou-reproducible recorded

trace (such as the oscillograph tape) were used.

The Ampex has arrived recently, but unfortunately one of the

electric circuits was in a damged condition and had to be returned

to the vendor for repairs. Consequentlyp only brief operational checks

have been performed to date on this instrument,

(d) Phasemeter

01%e phasemeter is an instrument which measures the phase difference

between two input signals. This phase difference may be observed n a

meter, and at the same time may be delivered as an electrical signal to

a reccrding device such as a recording potentiometer (for a constant

phase difforence) or an electrwagnetic oscillograph (if the phase diff-

erence varies rapidly with tims),D This instrient thus perfortu olec-

tronically., and hence atcratoyq an operation -hiah would be both

tme-coruming mid probably nat tro oaiato :f the phas d~ifiercaa

had to ba neasued fanucy Wci y ooillc.,,tcph traco U tho i,7;a

F~
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0 IV. APPARATUS (Gonttd,)

Do Instrumentaion (Cent'd.)

(3) Indicating and Recording Elements (Cont'd.)

(e) Sonic Analyser

Delivery of the sonic analyzer from Panoramic has been delayed un

til January, 1953. This instrment, performs electronically a Fouri

analysis of an oscillating electrical siginl, displaying an oCcilo.

scope trace (which can be recorded by a standard oscilloscope camera)

of amplitude versus frequency. The Panoramic analyzer will be used as

a chamber or injector pressure monitor for most of the experimantal runs,

to detect any oscillations occurring at frequencies other than the im-

posed .requency and to indicate the order of magnitude of the ratio be-

tero the imposed pressure oscillations and extraneous combustion tran-

sients. Thus, this instrument performa avaluable function in that it

indicates the probability of obtaining usefvl data from a given test

prior to the time-consuming accurate analysis. Further, it provides a

record of all frequencies occurring during any test, and thus permits

selection of those frequency ranges which should be subjected to d6.

tailed investigation.

(f) Six-channel recording oscillograph

The terminal display instrument for all dynamic recorded data is a

six-channel Hathawmy oscillograph utilizing electromagnetic light-beam

galvanometers which trace a signal on photosensitivo paper. %he ano

meters have a flat fre acy response up to 1500 cycles per cecond (nat..

ural frequency about 3500 cps), and thus provide for accurate aeas nt

of oscillations up to 30,000 cpa when voed in conjunction with the AMpex

tape recorder. The usual type of synchronous t t-e mimakek ie u piyed

and the chart speed may be varied in steps from O1 to 200 i nhes pe

second. Wan ;hi hitgh ch,_rit 13od i u:d to record coribitni~ data'3 1: t QdI
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IV. APPARATUJS (Conttd.)

D. Instrumentation (Contido)

(3) Indicating and Recording Elements (Cont'd,)

(f) Six-channel recording oscillograph (Cont'd.)

taken on the tape recorder, a single cycle of a signal oscillating at

4,000 cycles per second will ocpiy a full inch of oscillograph ta",

and thus the pressure wave forms occurring during the high-frequency

instability may be carefully analyzed.

Basic instrumentation research has progressed to the point at

uhich it is now possible to set up a formalized test program. Of

course, developments during the course of testing may require cvr-

tain changes to be made, but the basic program will be undertaken as

follows:

l Calibration of individual sensing and recording elements, de-

fining linsaity, range, accuracy, repeatability, frequency response,

and applicability.

2. Comparative calibration of the dynamic flowmeters as discussed

earlier in this section (see Fig. 6).

3, Determination of dynamic flow as a function of dynamic pressure

drop across an injector orifice (see Fig. 7).

(L) Determination of wave travel time in the feed system and its

effects on dynamic flow 'and pressure measurements.

4. Calibration of all instrumentation as arranged for rocket motor

tests.

5. Measurement of combustion time lags in the ronopopellant rocket

motor system (see Fig, 8),

As has been mentioned in previous repots, Ft. very large pwcentsge

of the effort in this invcstigation han bceR u- endtd ou, iut.a w~nrti.

s ince the senitivo macavrci:cnt of cr.nbu .t:, ka :P,
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Do Instrumentation (Contod.)

(3) Indicating and Recording Elements (Cont'd,)

(f) Six-channel recording oscillograph (Cont'd,)

for any ecerimental work concerning rocket motor stability, It in

necessary that this type of research continue without interruptiem few

at least the next six months in order to fulfill the requirements for

accurate rocket combustion data, and consequently instrumentation

studies 'will be pursued both in connection with and in additi*n to

monopropellant rocket motor operation during the forthcoming report

period*

II
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rill ba doscribed, bWlo' at some lertos, cWerationul cho1r of aUg

Interuodiat,,e anad re-.ordlg $.netruwntb worcu m~ades A4n, the ozception

of th~e faur-chqnrAl filter and the Painor&wda onleii# ana.yaert which

have not yat been deliverede rreimnary teating of the Ampex t"p

revorder revealed t~hat oiie of the circuits had been delivered in a

dawaged conditions, and this aeatiw. of the instrwitent was returned

to the manufacturer for repairs.,I

None of the dynamic floiisers have been received as wC the date

of this report, Strength tests an th1e hot wrire sensing element have

been conducted, and a m~ethod for mount *-ig the hot wire me that it IUf.

not, breagk at high flow iratev under pressure has been devised* Mdifi-

action of available electronic au~iliary equipment has been completads

aid t ho het wiis is ready for operational testing, awaiting deli.very

of "he floiw Pulsing unit*

PRelixinary testai of the Pattwi flrzi mater wre m~ade using an

olatrDnio integnstor desiigned kr Reacien Motors, Inc,, &-ad built at
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V. INFORMATION AND DATA (Ccnt d,)

A. Instrument Calibrations (Cont'd,)

(1) General (Cont'd.)

test stand.

(2) Pressure-sening elements

Teetg on the Princeton-KIT pressure transducer were divided into two

categories: (a) Operational tests under actual rocket mot-or operating con-

ditions (performed by NACA staff members at the NACA Rocket Laboratory in

Cleveland), and (b) Static calbrations of the differential unit at Prince-

ton.

(a) Operational Tests

Before installation of the dumy pickup, in a rocket chamber, a short

series of tests was made to determine the water flow rate through the

pickup. It waex found that the flow rate obeyed the usual orifice equationt

W = xE

vhere K = *00558

W = water flow rate (lb/sec)

and -P= water pressure drop across pickup (psi)

For a water flow rate of 0,035 pounds per second9 correapanding to a

pressure drop of 38 psi across the pickup, the allowable heat transfer

across the diaphragm for a coolant temperature rise of 2OO@P would be

233 Btu/sec/sq, in* This i based on the diaphragm area of 0.15 eq. in,

If one includes the entire pick-p face (0.37 sq. in.) the accaptable heat

transfer would still bq 9o4 Btu/sq* i which was believed to ba

adequate cooling for rocket chvuriav use,

The pickun unito wcru tbh itd te1 in a rocket engine, The rocket

PXE -3 JIM cr M,

~1
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V. INeOMTION AND DATA (Conted.)

A. Instrument Calibrations (Cont d.)

(2) Pressure-sensing elements (Cont'd.)

(a) Operational Tests (Gent'd.)

used was a water-cooled chamber of 4-inch diameter 24 inches longs equipped

with a water-cooled nozzle which was rated at 500 pounds thrust at 300 psia

chamber presaure. Two types of injectors were used, one a ahowerhead type

and one an impinging- jet type. The showerhead injector we "quinud with

a pressure tap to afford a measure of the chamber pressures whereas the

imiiging Jet injector was not. A bosi drilled and tapped for a 18 illi-

meter spark plug thread was installed in the cylindrical part of the cham-

ber 53/4 inches from the nozzle throat (2-1/4 inches from atart of nosle),

The dum pickup was installed In the bose so that the diaphragm was re-

cesed about 1/32% from the chamber wall surface.

he propellant combinations used were liquid oxygen - ammonia and

liquid o= gen - JP3. Previous experience with the rocket had indicated

heat-transfer rates in the chamber of about 04 Btu/sq. in,/sc under

normal (non-screamin) operations and 2.1 Btu/sq. in*/sec under screaming

operations with ammonia as fuel. The performance based on ratio of ob-

served to theoretical specific impulse 'as about 75 percent under non.

screaming conditions and about 97 percent under screaming conditions with

no correction for heat injection, The accuracy of the performance figures

is about 5 percent.

With JP3 as fuel the heat-transfer rates were about 50 percent higher

than with amonia, and the performance figures were substantially unaffected.

A series of ten runs was made. The dummy pickup was used in the first

seven and in the ninth and tenth rume The first six of these used ammonia
RESTRICTED
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A. Iv~mxn-t Calibrations (Cont id.)

(2) Pressure-sensing elements (Contfd,)

(a) Operational Tests (Gontid.)

as the fuel, the others JP3. The dWUy showed no evidenoe of deteriorativn

with either the ammonia or JP3 fuels prior to the last run, With JP3 fuel

a ccnsidarable film of carbon was formed on the diaphragn (see Figs 9),

This could b. removed easily (Fig* 10) and apparent1y did not harm the

pickup. The measured heat transfer to the pickup, as determined frm

tht, ;4~- f ta -=t-cr fet* end Ot tlf the Pjekmu, w#sm 0, Fstqm/ec/

sq. in. durimg a normal run with the auonia fuels A non-screaming u

with JP3 fuel, indicated a heat-transfer rate of 0*75 Btu/sq. in./see

The "live" pickup was installed on the eighth run. This run broke

into screaming after 3/4 seconds of normal operation and the pickup was

destrayse after another 1/2 second (see Fig. 11)o Visual observation of

h. os(!lloscope traces indicated very satisfactory pressure response up

to the moment of failure. A further test under similar operating con-

ditisa, again using a dummy pickup (run nine), resulted in no screwming

and a heat transfer rate of 0,75 Bbu/mq. in./sec. A nocad ran (run 10)

again broke into screaming. This destroyed the dummy pickup$ which ap-

pariertly failed iiodiately after screaming startede The rm may have

been an unusually severe screaming runs since the chamber wfl. burned

through at about the midpoint of the chamber, and this chamber had with-

tood many lengthy screazdng rums without previous dangag, The pickaip

run conditions and observatiow are tabulated Ln Table 1,

It io quite difficult to estimate accurately the heat ta, nsfer to

the pI.ckrpo during screaing runa, Just baEoro failure ho I-ata& -

pe,-at.rn oubt of tho llve pickyj (vua 8) ncutzld %1 to Vol oi a t a

i,,
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., ,Instrumt Caliraticas (Coa"d4)

(2) Fressure-sensiav beme fts (Cont'd")

(a) Operational Tests (ftdo)

pvratore corresponding to a boat traeer rate of 3,pq Btu/sq# In,/ae

(assuming a diaplwgu area of 0,L5 sq. in.),. This value is slightly

higher than the overall value for the chamber aec'tio, but the pickup

Was installed close, to the nozals whero higher toperatur msy pro-

[ ~vai1.lb. Th ool~ant temperature out of the pickup during, run 10 man

risift rapidly up to the time of pickup failure so that no estimate of

the beat transfer csa be madse The overall heat transfer to the chumber

section for this run was 3*2 Di+u/aqo ke/se.

I (b) StLati Calijbration

Preliminary checks of the thre differential transduciers delivered

to PFrinoton revealed the existeae of leakage from the reference prea-

msre chamber above the uper diaphragm (see Fig. 4) in all three units,

Tw of the pickups ware raturned 'to KT for correctim of this condition,

and the third one, which bad onl a slight leak, was temporarily re-

taned at. Princeton tor calibrations,

The single pickup we pressurised with air, separate controls per-

ztting independent variation of simolated chaber pressure and refer-

snce pressure, The leak mentioned above man cowpowated for by use of

aprebsure regulaktor. go Coo UAS water "as run through the diaphragm

cooling passages for this seres of testa,

The pressures were observed on 12 eioe Bourdon tube gages with

I a combined reading 'and instrment error of - 1 psi for the range used,

A fr'bicon hand-balanced potent imete with an estimated im error

!RG.ii • RMYMRZ uON



TABLE I, pRJCETO[J-M:T PRESSURE PICKUP - OPERATIONAL DATA 6  NOV. 4-10,1952 

OXIDANT = _IQL'tD OXYGEN FUEL.- L S NOTED- AREA OF PICKUP DIAPHRAGM 5 TAKEN AS 0. 15 SQ. IN.
R. . N - . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . ... . . . . . -

0i

CHMBER THRU$' TOTAL - ACTUAL EFFICIENCY CHAMBER PICKUP PICKUP WATER HEAT HEAT PICKUP

is1ZD PRES'2UdRE (L.B) PROPELLANT RATIO SPECIFIC (%) TEMPERATURE COOLANT COOLANT COOLANT TRANSFER TRANSFER USED

(PSIA, WT FLOW IMPULSE (0 F TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE FLOW ACROSS ACROSS

fLB3/SEC.) (SEC, T IN (*F )  TOUT ('0 F) THRU DIAPHRAGM CHAMBER
PICKUP (8TU/N2 tBTU/

(L B. SEC. SEC) !N2 SEC.)

3 NH3  270 488 3.28 2.0197

2 NH ( 27539 3.35 1.07 148 6C.4 1650 0.031

7 2702 5:0 3.3 1.48 153 62.5 1910 77.3 '79.4 0.034 0.04-'J3

4 NH 3703 264 2.22 2.47 1035 44.6 890 0.051

' 'NH :3 2703 5 2.79 1.97 190 e 4.4 3420 ",,!'il

6 NH 3 27133 3 C5 .. 81. 21 147 60.4 1750 0030"

'P 3 3092 5,45 4.47 1.48 122 6:.0 1!900 . 64..8 0.028 0.75

8 JP 310 2  545 2.72 4.16 2 35 1 OC.., €, 2C0 64.0 8. 05 39

9 JP3 29. 2  65 3. 1.9.3 182 783 2950 56 5 6!.0 0.025 0.75 DUMMY

10 JP 3  3102 565 3.20 2 ;:O 177 7 A.8 3:60 56.0 0.037 3.19 "

I. Chamber tempera ture was obtained by multiplying the theoreticcl comouttion -,hlmber temprat..'rte for a partic'.;;or tje, -oxdant rom i~ston b> the square
of the eff'rien'y.

2 Sower-he d tpe n,;.ctor witrout pr ssiro tap wc s ,,ed witr, rnese r'uns, affording comoustion cr.amber pressure records.

3. Impingiq - jet in:-ctor without pr-ssLre tap Nas j ued witn these r-r.s.
4. Screaming runs resulting in pickup fai!ure.

5 Area of the pickup diaphragm was taken as 0.15 sq. in ; This s the area of the diaphrqgm :tself, not the projeted area of the diaphragm end of

the pickup. Diaphragm is 7/16 in. in diameter, and basic diameter of the pickup body at diaphragm end is 9/16 inches.

6. Length of chamber is 24 inches - chamber and nczz'e were water cooled.

7 Pickup wus Iocated 5- 3/4 inches from the nozzle throat, or 2- 1/4 inches from junction between the nozz!, and chamber.

a",
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SECUIV 0 TION

V, INFORMION AND DATA (Contd.)

Ae Instrument Calibrationa (Cont dq)

(2) Pressure-sensing elements (Cont'de)

(b) Static Calibration (Cont d,)

of 0.1 millivolts was used to measure the transducer output, Precis

ion resistors were used for the external bridge circuit, and the pickup

bridge input current, monitored by a millimmetor, was maintained with-

in + 0.1 Milliampecre (00.%) for all runs, A diagram of the instrmenta-

tion is included in Fig. 12,

The reference pressure was fixed at certain values, and pickup out-

put was recorded as a function of simulated chamber pressure. A typical

plot of the data at one value of the reference pressure is given in Fig.

13. It was found that the slope of the linear portion of these plots

is sensitive to input current, rather than to input voltage, and that a

minim= marmup time of 20 minutes is required for the transducer electri-

cal system in order to prevent zero drift from occurring.

Consistency of operation between two pickups could not be checked,

since only one unit was available for testp but repeatability of readings

was within 1% provided input current we maintained constant, A discus-

sion of the data appears in the following section.

0
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A* Iftst m ent Calirations'

19 Pressure sensing elemeat8

(a) Operational tests

The failure of the Princetae'NwTT prasee transducer uwd screvqi'

• conditions in a rocket motor d atrates that this itrument is not as

yet satisfactory for the investation of instability phonmma in gameral;

hoveverj the data of Table I indioate -its ability to withsatnd R.I tompem-

tures and pressures likely to be encountered in the monup pellant rocket
m etor tests using ethylene oxide, Thus# the monopropellent prora will

utilise the transducer In its present form, but additionaL'developnent

wi!l be carried on in the meantime in order to increase the temperature

* range of the pickup for aplication in the proposed biprope~lat ck-.

bution investigation.

The problm of leakage from the back-pressure chamber of the pickup

is be ivg attacked by both Prin1 4 act and MIT. The difficulty lies in

obtaining an adsequ* seal around the electrical terminals at the op of

the transducer (ase Fig. ) TA the present instznment, sealing ws at.

tomptsd by the use of red glptal in the very small clearances tetveen

the pickup boo,, insulators, and metal terminal rods, but this method ap-

pears to be satisfactory only at vay low back pressues, several possible

remete n have been considered, and the cooperative effort of Princeton and

MIT is expected to resolve the problem without too much difficultyq

Several important characteristics of the transduce;r arc revealed by.

Figg 13 and similar plotso Hysteren in the linear range is sero (to

about O5% accuracy). Although hbysresis I= been observed in the non.

linear portions of sone calibratiewq the matUvin spread of the linear

regime of the ascending and descending data cuwves alwvs remains with-

EMICTO
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-IONn'.

A, Instrupent Calibrations (Cont'd.)

.I Pressure sensing elements (Cont d.)

(a) Operational tests (Contld.)

in e:pri1ental error. The linear region rmains heU-iy cnstant re-

gardless of the magnitude of the back pressure, covering the range from

about 50 psi to about 300 psi pressure difference across the diaphragms.

This portion of the pickup characteristic is limited on the lower side

when the diaphragm moves cowpletely away from the strain tube, and on

the upper side b.y what appears to be the action of the oveeLad safety

stop (see Fig. 4). The 250 pci linear range of the particular pickup

used for these tests is probabV insufficient for its projected appli-

catio s, but indications are that the range can be increased by adjust-

ment of the safety stop aschardsm. This belief in baed on the fact

that one of the rejected transducers was tested at zero back pressure

and exhibited a linear range of about 400 psi, and also that the very

small movement of the strain tube under load requires almost incredibly

fine tolerances in the safety stop components, making likely the pos-

sibility of too early application of the stop.

The construction of the pickup also requires that in order to

measure pressure variations about a given mean value, it is necessary

to set the reference pressure not at the mean value, but at som pres-

sure well below it. This is a result of the fact that the strain tube

is not preloadedl i.e., a slightly negative pressure difference across

the diaphragmsemve them out of contact with the strain tube, Hence 1

in order to obtain readings which oscillate about the center of the

pickup's linear range, the reference pressure would be setp for eam"ple,

at about 175 psi below the mean chamber pressure for the partioular
RESTRIOTED

*ECURT ATION
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SECUR~T13l"MTIcN

VI. DIS.CU$SION (Cont'd.)

A. Instrument Caibrations (Contld,)

. Pressure sensing elements (Cont'd.)

(a) Operational tests (Coit'd.)

pickup of Fig. 13. This behavior introduces no difficulties whatsoever#

but care must be taken that the. linear rae !e of each pickup used in the

investigation is well defined at all required ralues of back pressure

by adequate calibration tests.

As was mentioned earlierp reproducibility of data was accurate to

within 1% provided the input current was maintained constant. Zero drift

wes negligible with proper warmup time, but the effect of tempersature

changes bas not yet been evaluated, The frequency response of the in-

abrutruent must be measured under operating conditions*, and the effect of

varying cooling water pressure on the transducer output, if it exists,

must be determined.

Summarizingy the differential transducer in its prevent form appears

to be satisfactory for the early phases of monopropellant testings, with

the following provisionst

(a) The reference pressure chamber leakage must be eliminated.

(b) The linear range must be ozt ended by about 50% (probab3y by

adjustment of tho safety-stop device).

(c) The effect of temperature variation on zero drift must be

evaluated.

Consultation with MIT on the first two items is expected to resolve

them short3 , and the third will be checked during the next report period,

* The manufacturer quotes a natural frequency of about 261000 cycles
per second with no coolant flow between the diaphragms.

RESTRICTED
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

1 T dimensionless instantaneous value of the time
lag reduced by the characteristic time (E/;t

2. t4 T; dimensionless steady state value and instantaneous
value of the part of the total time lag which is
insensitive to the pressure oscillaticn

3. iT dimensionless steady state value and instantaneous
value of the other part of the total time lag
which is sensitive to the pressure oscillation.

4 4. -n z exponent in the pressure dependence of the time
* ,~lag = pressure index of interaction

5. - =rate of injection of the propellant per unit
y cross sectional area of the combustion chamber

6. 'b -- rate of the generation of the hot gas from the
combustion of the propellant per unit cross
sectional area of the combustion chamber

7. L - combusion chamber length from injector end to the
entrance of the deLaval nozzle = reference length
scale for non-dimensionalization

-X distance from injector end along the combustion

chamber

9. t~ dimensional time

10. t dimensional mean flow speed of the gas along the
combustion chamber axis

ii , , and cx : dimensional instantaneous values of
pressure, density, temperature and
speed of sound in the burned hot gas

12. , t', " and c* values of ,, (*, "T* and &*
at injector end

: reference quantities for non-
dimensionalization

13. ,, ', and - : steady state values of ,, *, -r *

and 

-T



14. 0/ = characteristic time . time required for
a sound wave to travel the entire length
of the combustion chamber filled with
stagnant burned gas

15. dimensionless time

16. L = dimensionless length

17. A, Z */¢c = dimensionless velocity of the gas in un-
steady arid steady state operation

18. M, M = Mach number of the gas flow in unsteady
and steady state operation

19. ' T, a4 c = dimensionless instantaneous values of
pressure, density, temperature and speed
of sound

20. -T , Z = dimensionless steady state values of
, and .

21. p'C ' = dimensionless instantaneous perturbations
over their respective steady state values

22. i o4 = root of the characteristic equation with
the dimensionless time as the independent
variable

23. X dimensionless amplification coefficient

24, Q = dimensionless angular frequency

25. £ = absolute value of the angular frequency = /

26. f = adiabatic index of the combustion gas

27. - ' ,

29. = (t)

30. dimensionless distance of the condentrated com-
bustion front from the injector end expressed
as a fraction of the characteristic length L

31. reduced angular frequency of the oscillation

= angular frequency divided by the velocity gradient
in deLaval nozzle

32, z reduced velocity parameter - aI



33. the ratio of fractional variation of
Y0.1 velocity to fractional variation of

density at combustion chamber exit
or entrance to deLaval nozzle

34. RS real and imaginary parts of I(f.;i)

35. I", k integers characterizing the modes of the
oscillation

36. subscript x or t means partial differentiation with respect
to x or t

37. - substantial derivatives along the path of a
propellant element

38. subscript 1 or 2 denotes the quantities evaluated in the
flow field 1 or 2

39. O( ) = the order of magnitude of the quantity in the
bracket



I. INTRODUCTION

Rough combustion as a result of large pressure oscilla-

tions ip the combustion chamber of a liquid propellant rocket

motor has been observed under different circumstances in two

distinct ranges of frequencies, the low frequency range of

less than one hundred cycles per second and the high frequency

range of several hundreds or several thousands cycles per

second. Such rough combustion not only gives fluctuating per-

formance but also shortens the life of the rocket motor. An

understanding of the basic mechanism of producing unstable

pressure oscillations that lead to rough combustion is there-

fore of great practical importance.

It has long been recognized that for unstable operations

the oscillation of the chamber pressure and the oscillation of

the rate of hot gas generation produced by the pressure

oscillation must be properly out of time phase so that an in-

crease of the rate of hot gas generation occurs at an over-

pressure period and further increases the over-pressure in the

combustion chamber. This time phase difference is originated

from the fact that the propellant element does not burn im-
mediately after being injected into the combustion chamber,

but burns after a certain time interval called the "time

lag" during which the fuel and the oxidizer particles mix

properly and absorb the necessary amount of activation energy.

In references l, 2 and 3, the low frequency oscillation has

been analyzed based on the assumption that the time lag is

constant and independent of the oscillations of the gas system

+,~
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in the combustion chamber. In these analyses, a pressure sen-

sitive feeding system which provides a varying injecticn rate

under the pressure oscillation in the combustion chamber is

assumed to be the self-exciting mechanism which creates the

variation of the rate of hot gas generation. The senior

author of the present paper has pointed out in reference / that

the pressure sensitivity of the feeding system is not a neces-

sary self-exciting mechanism for producing unstable pressure

oscillations. By assuming a varying time lag T which depends

on the chamber pressure t in the manner

(t] ~(t') dt' = constant

it is shown that unstable oscillations of both the low fre-

quency range and the high frequency range can be produced even

if the injection rate is constant. This kind of combustion

instability cannot be eliminated by properly designing the

feeding system but is intrinsic in the nature of the combustion

processes^

The case of low frequency intrinsic combustion instability

is extensively studied by the senior author in reference 4 while

the high frequency case is only briefly discussed using a

simplified model of a single concentrated combustion front near

the injector end and for the particular value of n =

where - is the adiabatic index of the burned gas. As n

represents the extent of interaction between the pressure

oscillation and the combustion processes, n must be an



important parameter as a stability criterion, In practical

* cases, a large part of the combvustion often takes place in a

narrow region somewhere in the combustion chamber but usually

not too close to the injector end. Therefore the analysis

in reference 4 is extended in the present paper to the case

with arbitrary location of the concentrated combustion front

and for arbitrary values of n . The effect of distributing

* the combustion along the combustion chamber axis presents a

more difficult problem and is analyzed in reference 5. The

problem of shifting part of the concentrated combustion at

the injector end to arbitrary axial location is briefly

studied in the present paper with a view to some indication of

the effect of distributing the combustion axially.

The unsteady supercritical flow in a deLaval nozzle with

linear steady state velocity profile in the subsonic portion

has been studied in references 6 and 7 from which the boundary

condition for high frequency oscillations can be deduced.

This boundary condition will be used in several specific

examples. In the limiting case of a very short nozzle, this

boundary condition is equivalent to the boundary condition of

constant flow Mach number at the entrance of the nozzle which

is used in reference 4. This short nozzle boundary condition

is simple and admits analytical solution of the characteristic

value problem. The results with these two boundary conditions

will be compared.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

2.l Assum tions and Simplified Models of Gas Flow System

The combustion chamber of a liquid propellant rocket



motor is often a straight duct of constant cross sectional

area and is filled with the hot burned gas. The propellant

elements injected into the combustion chamber are mostly in

the form of atomized liquid dropletssuspended in and carried

along by the burned gas stream without occupying app-eciable

volume of the combustion chamber. The hot gas generated from

combustion is recirculated actively to the region near the

injector end where the hot gas supplies the activation energy

to the unburned propellant elements. The recirculation and

the mean flow patterns of the hot gas are extremely com-

plicated, depending largely on the design and arrangement of

the injectors. For the present analysis, we shall consider

the gas flow inside the combustion chamber to be an one-

dimensional flow of the hot gas only with the unburned pro-

pellant elements suspended in and carried along by the hot

gas. Oscillations in the transversal plane normal to the

chamber axis is not being considered. The hot gases all

over the combustion chamber are generated from the combustion

of the same propellant under slightly different pressure and

thus are essentially at the same stagnation temperature. The

combustion process in a liquid propellant rocket motor does

not primarily increase the specific energy of the gas system.

The heat released by the combustion of a propellant element

is used to raise the temperature of the combustion products

of this element to the temperature of the burned gas system.

Therefore, from the point of view of the flow of the burned

gas, the combustion process is essentially a process of

generating or introducing new mass of the ,burned gas into
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the flow system while the specific energy of the gas system

remains substantially constant. As the combustion chamber

is a duct of constant area, the mean flow velocity of the

burned gas must increase whenever additional mass of burned

gas is introduced into the flow system. The "new" burned gas

and the "old" burned gas are assvumed to mix intimately and

accelerate together carrying with them the suspended unburned

propellant elements. This process of mixing and the process

of accelerating the suspended particles give rise to an

entropy variation in the gas flow fieldAif the specific energy

release due to combustion is assumed constant. This entropy

variation is shown in reference 5 to be a higher order small

quantity if the square of the Mach numbers of the gas flow

system is negligibly small. Thus the gas flow system can be

considered as isentropic to the proper order of approximation.

A concentrated combustion front in such a gas flow system does

not separate two regions of gases having significantly different

thermodynamic states, but 'is only a sharp discontinuity of the

mean flow velocity of the gas. The mean velocity distribution.

along the combustion chamber axis indicates the distribution of

combustion while the pressure, the density and the temperature

of the gas in steady state operation are essentially uniform

throughout the combustion chamber within the proper order of

approximation.

The shape of the velocity profile or the distribution of

combustion in a liquid propellant rocket motor varies con-

siderably. It is often found that most of the combustion. is

concentrated in a narrow region. Therefore, as a rough



approximation, we consider the combustion as a sharp dis-

continuous front. In reference 4, this concentrated com-

bustion front is assumed to be near the injector end which

means the length of the combustion chamber is much longer

than what is necessary, In the present paper we shall con-

sider the concentrated combustion front to be located at

arbitrary axial position and the problem will be formulated

for a model with two concentrated combustion fronts, one

situated near the injector-end, and the other at arbitrary

axial position. Thus we have a two-step velocity profile

which can be reduced to different simpler limiting cases of

special interest.

Consider an idealized liquid propellant rocket motor

whose injectors provide at a constant rate two uniform streams

U of propellant elements. The propellant elements in the first

stream have a common small value of total time lag so that

these elements that are injected into the combustion chamber

at the same instant will burn simultaneously at a place very

close to the injector end. The propellant elements in the

second stream are assumed to have a uniform total time lag which
1W

is much larger than that of the elements Ln the first stream

and will burn at a distance from the injector end. In

steady state operation the hot gas generated from the first

concentrated combustion front moves downstream with a velocity

4, in the region 1 bounded by the two concentrated combustion

f-onts. At the second concentrated combustion front a new

mass of burned gas is introduced into the system and thoroughly

mixed with the burned gas from region 1. They move dovnstream
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as a single unit with velocity U in the region 2 bounded by

the second concentratel combustion front and the .It of the

combustion chamber. Under the present simplified model there

is no combustion taking place anywhere else except at the two

concentrated combustion fronts. Thus iA, and 4L4 are constants

in the two regions indicated by the subscripts 1 and 2 as shown

in Figure 1 fa). Both when U, -- L and when a a

as shown in Figure 1 (b) and 1 (c) we have the case of a single

concentrated combustion front at the injector end. When FA, -S

as shown in Figure 1 (d), we have a single concentrated com-

bustion front at arbitrary position . The dimensionless

velocities Z, and Zi obtained by dividing 41 and D-X*

through the stagnation sound speed c*. as a reference quantity

are assumed to be so small that U, -nd Z , coinciding

practically with the square of the Mach numbers of the gas

flow, are negligible compared to unity.

2.2 The Time Lag and The Burning Rate

It is explained in reference 4 that during the total time

lag, the propellant elements undergo a series of complicated

processes which ultimately lead to complete combustion of these

propellant elements. Some of these processes like the atomiza-

tion of the fuel and the oxidizer and the proper mixing of such

atomized particles are rather insensitive to the pressure and

the temperature oscillations of the burned gas in the combustion

chamber. Many other processes like the vaporization of the

propellant elements and the activation through ordinary heat

transfer or other means are rather sensitive to'both the



pressure and the temperature oscillations of the burned gas.

The total time lag t is therefore composed of a constant or

insensitive part T? and a varying part T which is sensitive

to the oscillations of the burned gas in the combustion chamber.

Without any precise knowledge of these processes taking place

during the period of the time lag, we have to assume some form

of the dependence of T on the pressure and the temperature

oscillations of the burned gas. For the case of small

oscillations of the burned gas about the steady state con-

ditions, it will be assumed that the temperature and the pressure

oscillations are, correlated and that the effect of the

temperature oscillations can be expressed in terms of the

pressure oscillations. The average rate of the rates of the

different local processes is assumed to be proportional to a

constant power n of the local gas pressure acting on the

propellant element. Thus, the relation defining the pressure

sensitive time lag - of an element burning at the instant

t is given as in reference 4:

(2.2.1)

* where x'(t'), t'] is the gas pressure acting on the

propellant element at the position X'(t') and at the

instant ' . Both the constant value C of the integral and

the constant pressure index n of interaction are characteris-

tic constants of the propellant under the operating steady

state chamber pressure. The index n is assumed to be con-

stant throughout the time lag period and therefore represents



the average extent of interaction between the combustion pro-

cesses and the pressure oscillations. The effect of the

temperature oscillations is also included in the index -.

Our knowledge of the kinetics of the individual process is

not sufficient for a theoretical prediction of such an overall

parameter. This constant -t for given propellant can be deter-

mined through experiments only.

Now we shall see how this pressure sensitive time lag

can lead to varying burning rate in the simplified model as

explained in the previous section. Consider for simplicity

the case of a single concentrated combustion front. Let

-ml-Z(t) be the total amount of the propellant injected from

the beginning of the operation up to the instant t and

be the total amount of the propellant burned up to the same

instant t • At this instant t , the propellant injected

into the combustion chamber during the interval t-T to t

has not burned. Therefore

dm~Ct) t -1(- TI) (2.2.2)

The instantaneous burning rate is hcnce

(2.2.3)

As we are considering the intrinsic type of combustion in-

stability in the idealized liquid propellant as described in

section 2.1, the injection rate 4(t-T, is a

constant equal to -w

'."
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Differentiate equation (2.2.1) with respect to t to obtain

"- and substitute I- C into equation

(2.2.3). The burning rate is thus given as

L+ ykp. V 1 ttit1 (2.2-4

Since the gas pressure varies with time and position, the burn-

ing rate is sometimes larger and sometimes smaller than It%

which is equal to the burning rate in steady state operation.

This variation of burning rate produced by the pressure

oscillations in the combustion chamber is the self-exciting

mechanism of producing the intrinsic combustion instability.

In the case of low frequency oscillation when the length

of the combustion chamber is much smaller than the wave length

of the pressure oscillation, the pressure in the combustion

chamber is almost uniform at any instant. Thusi

is approximately equal to )ott-] . In the case of

high frequency oscillations when the length of the combustion

chamber is of the same order of magnitude as the wave length

or several times larger than the wave length of the pressure

oscillations, it is not obvious that can

be replaced by . t X( ),t--c as is done in reference 4.

However, it is shown in reference 5 that the spacewise varia-

tions of the pressure in the combustion chamber has a contri-

bution which is a higher order small quantity in the stability

calculation compared with the contribution of the time-wise

variation of the chamber pressure at a given location if the

pressure sensitive time lag t is much smaller than the
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pressure insensitive time lag 1Z In the simplified model

which we are considering now, T is much less than T,4 , and

the spacewise distribution of combustion is approximated. We

shall hence put Ix i-T", i 'X [ t , -r

and the burning rate -k6(t) is given as

!n

(2.25)(t-

where both pressures are evaluated at the same location 'X

where the propellant element burns. It should be noticed

that when the total time lag varies with the gas pressure,

the position where the propellant elements burn also varies.

We shall neglect the oscillation of the concentrated combus-

tion front about its steady state position and evaluate

and Ct-T) at the steady state position of

the concentrated combustion front.

2.3 Small Perturbation Equations for the Gas System

In analyzing the low frequency oscillations, the com-

bustion chamber pressure is assumed to be uniform at any

instant but fluctuates as a whole. This is justifiable

because the period of the lovf frequency oscillation is very

large compared to the time required for a pressure wave to

travel the length of the.combustion chamber so that before

the periodic oscillation of the gas has produced any appre-

ciable changes in the gas properties, the pressure wave has

travelled many times back and forth and has made the flow

properties nearly uniform. Thus the considerationof mass

balance is sufficient to formulate the low frequency
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oscillation problem. In the case of high frequency oscilla-

tions, the characteristic time for the pressure wave to travel

the entire length of the combustion chamber is comparable to

the period of the oscillations. Therefore the wave propagation

phenomena will have to be considered along with the combustion

process. The gas dynamic equations of continuity, momentum

and energy will then be used. From previous discussion in

section 2.1 the energy equation will be replaced by the

equation of isentropic change of state which is justified with-

in the proper order of approximation. Thus we have

U*1X

where all quantities are dimensional and subscript t or

means the partial derivative with respect to the

corresponding variable.

Use the following scheme to make all these quantities

dimensionless,

0C-;~' ~ .~P ~ (2.3.2)

with superscript * indicating that the quantity is dimen-

sional and subscript * indicating that the quantity is

evaluated at the stagnation condition. C* is the sound

speed ip the stagnant gas and L is the length of the com-

bustion chamber. The characteristic time er/x is defined as

7 T,
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the time required for the sound wave to travel the combustion

chamber length in a stagnant gas, i.e., ®/C/
This characteristic time is one half of the characteristic

time defined in reference 4 under the approximation <

Equations (2.3.1) when expressed in dimensionless quantities

are:

These equations govern the unsteady flow of the gas in region

1 and in region 2 respectively, separated from each other by

the velocity discontinuity at the concentrated combustion front.

For the study of the small oscillations in the gas system,

we shall consider the flow as a small perturbation over the

steady state flow. Thus define

-IA

where the mean quantities , and are practically unity in

dimensionless form under the approximation a - I

The mean velocity a is constant either in region 1 or in

region 2. Both u, and . are assumed to be small such that

U is much less than unity. Introduce these perturbations

into equation (2.3°3) and linearize the equations with respect

to small perturbations, we have

+ 0 (2.34)

fk
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These equations are recognized as equivalent to the simple

wave equations and admit solutions of the type U,': u'(;

and f with =t - co Substituting

these into equation (2.3.4), one obtains

¢=0o

In order to have non-zero solutions of LL' and ' we must

have 0[ U ak -c x o Therefore only two values of

are possible, i.e., -and %

where L is the speed of the downstream moving wave and

-L is that o" the upstream moving wave as observed from

the combustion chamber wall. Thus the general solution of

equations (2.3.4) is

Put equations (2.3.5) into equations (2.3.4), separate the

upstream and the downstream moving waves and integrate with

the boundary condition that in steady state both and '

must vanish. We find the relations

1AK. --

Hence equations (2.3.5) become

~ ~: ~(t-e( 0' (*-Qksx)U, 
% (2-3.6)

Let us investigate the stability of periodic solutions
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of exponential type

4C.S 0( (~t - S (2.3.7)

where C. and CS are integration constants and c m +

with X= amplification coefficient and .r angular frequency

of the wave. For simplicity, let us also'write the perturba-

tions as

Then the solutions for the functions x) and (xl are

N) C?(-A^,) 4 CS Qr (- X$ kx)i (2.3.8)

These solutions apply to regions 1 and 2 respectively. In

region 1 the ratio of the two integration constants c,, /c,1

can be determined by the boundary condition at the injector

end. In region 2, the corresponding ratio can be determined

by the boundary condition at the combustion chamber exit.

The two sets of solutions in the two regions will have to be

matched at the second concentrated combustion front as re-

quired by the boundary conditions at such front. This match-

ing of the two sets of solutions defines completely the com-

plex quantity C ) -, A ' . If 'A is positive, the

disturbance will grow exponentially with time and therefore

is unstable. If \ is negative, the disturbance will die

out exponentially with time and is stable. The boundary between
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the stable and the unstable regions as a relation between the

characteristic constants of the gas flow system, i ,m

etc., is obtained if we put o . The determination of

such stability boundary is one of the major objects' of the

present investigation.

2.4 The Boundary Condition

The boundary condition at a concentrated combustion

front will be investigated first. As has been explained in

section 2.1, the concentrated combustion front is not a

discontinuity of pressure, density and temperature but is

only a discontinuity of velocity of the flow. Hence the

boundary condition at a concentrated front consists of two

parts:

1. The steady state values as well as the small per-

turbation values of the gas pressure and the gas density are

continuous at every instant across the concentrated combus-

tion front. That is =

These are equivalent to the conditions.

The last equality in equations (2.4.1) indicates that 'he

oscillation frequency and the amplification rate are the same

on both sides of the concentrated combustion front.

2. The fractional increase of the difference of the

mass flow rates across the concentrated combustion front is

equal to the fractional increase of the burning rate at the

concentrated combustion front. The fractional increase of
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the burning rate (L.- )/ can be obtained from equation

(2.2.3). But in the analysis of the simplified model, we.shall

use equation (2.2.5). Thus neglecting higher order small

quantities' we have:

At - -- C)

The second boundary condition at the concentrated combustion

front separating region 1 and region 2 is obtained by equating

(7- )/ . to the fractional increase of the difference

of the mass flow rates. Thus replacing the small perturbations

qaont*ls by their periodic form and cancelling the common

factor ex, (Ct) , we obtain

4 1~ + (C6 oo- rvt)o 4. -~ UJtt~ (2.4. 2)

In equation (2.4.2) we have replaced -v by j in the coefficient

of the small perturbation S, , neglecting the difference

- as a higher order small quantity.

If the concentrated combustion front is located at the

injector end, the upstream side of the combustion front has

no oscillation. Kence the boundary condition at X= 0

is obtained by putting the disturbance and the mean velocity

of the upstream flow in equation (2.4.2) to zero.

-,.. ,(,1-,.) + jS y X., T .-A v ) o (2.4.3)

Now we come to the boundary condition at the combustion

chamber exit where the gas enters the converging section of

the deLaval nozzle. The reflection of a one dimensional

- I



pulse at the entrance of the nozzle is essentially three

dimensional and will lead to a complicated problem somewhat

like the problem of Mach reflection from a wedge. The result

of such analysis even if it could be obtained in reasonably

simple form is not suitable as a boundary condition for the

one dimensional flow in the combustion chamber. To be con-

sistent the boundary condition must be obtained from one

dimensional consideration, negleqting completely the two

dimensional effects. The physical boundary condition at the

nozzle entrance is that there are no discontinuities of the

gas flow properties at this station. In other words, the

unsteady one dimensional motion of the gas in the combustion

chamber and that in the nozzle must be Joined continuously

at this entrance. In reference 6 the unsteady flow in a

deLaval nozzle with linear steady state velocity in the

subsonic portion is determined for arbitrary frequency and

the boundary condition at the entrance to the nozzle is

presented in graphical form as the ratio of the fractional

variations of velocity and density at the entrance. This

boundary condition when : 1.ZO is reproduced in

figure Z with I P -+-, Ri iS plotted against the

reduced frequency where 9. is

the length of the subsonic portion of the nozzle as a

fraction of the combustion chamber length.

If the length of the subsonic portion is very short,

i.e., _ o the valuet of 18 corresponding to the

fundamental or the first few modes of oscillation are very

close to zero. Hence for very short nozzle one has
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20 (2 4.4)

if the one dimensional result holds good in such limiting case.

This boundary condition has been shown in references 6 and 7

to correspond to constant Mach number of tho gas flow at

the entrance of the nozzle.

2.5 Final Formulation

Having established the boundary conditions for the

solutions in different flow regions, we can proceed to for-

mulate the equation for the determination of the complex

quantity 0( -' 'X W for a given system.

For region 1,the boundary condition at the injector end

as given in equation (2,.43) can be used to determine the

ratio of C1, and C5 ,. Call this ratio -A.

-An , _ (2.5.1)

The solution in region I can hence be written as

"4' (X) c,, e I, (-Ax) I - ,A .X? - (aQ.- Q-0 X .

, ,iLt ,)fI- A ,t-,, A (GA- G ) X (2.5.2)

In a similar manner the boundary condition at the combustion

exit %4I can be used to determine the ratio C.,/,/c,.

Call this ratio S Ar ta(t C- a., )I
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When the nozzle is very short the boundary condition given as

equation (2.4.4) is used, we have

(2-5-4).f -- I- )./Z

When the nozzle is long B is a function of and Zi with

J(Pa) given in figure 2,

* ___-_____ _.___a ( 2.5o5)

In general, we can write the solutions in region 2 as:

(2.5.6)

Now the two sets of solutions (2.5.2) and (2.5.6) are

to be matched at the second concentrated combustion front

. The oscillation of the second concentrated

combustion front about the mean steady state position

is neglected. Equate ,g) and q) as given in

equations (2.5.2) and (2.5.6) we have

CS, +A QK -k( A a )A eIr -a
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where - j=
L has been

substituted.

By introducing equation (2-5.2), (2-5.6), and (2.5.7)

into equation (2,4.2) and dividing the resulting expression

with , ,we have

6 ta OL 0_- 9 1- Ayj'o1

(2.5.8)

This is the final form of the equation for determining the

complex quantity O w of a combustion system

with two steps of concentrated combustion, one at the injector

end and the other at - For the determination of the

stability boundary, we put >y a o. then

separate the real and the imaginary parts in equation (2.5.6)

to get two real equations from which we can eliminate •

The eliminant is the equation defining the stability boundary.

We see that in equation (2.5.8) both A and B are in general

complex quantities. The separation of the real and the

imaginary parts of equation (2.5.8) is quite laborious and

the resulting real equations cannot be handled easily.

For the case of a single concentrated combustion front

at arbitrary position (fig. l.d) we put , in

equation (2.5.8). Thus

I- e~t~(-i It.___

(2.5.9)

where A becomes unity. When the nozzle is short, (oZiI) is
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a real constant given by equation (2.5.4). Thus ok is the

only complex quantity in equation (2.5.9). The solution of

the problem is therefore greatly simplified algebraically.

When the nozzle is long the value of B is given by equation

(2.5.5) where I is a complex function given in figure 2.

Then the determination of the stability boundary will have

to be done graphically. If = , equation (2.5,9) be-

comes

• -* 8e ? (a.) (2.5.10)

This case corresponds to a single concentrated combustion

front at the injector end. This equat.on (2.5..0)1 can also

be obtained from equation (2.5.8) by taking the limit of

either , or (fig. lb and 1c). When

rit- I , equation (2.5.10) reduces to a form identical

with equation (12.15) in reference 4.

III. SOLUTION WITH SHORT NOZZLE

3.1 Single Concentrated Combustion Front at Injector End

Revrite equation (2.5.10) and drop the subscript 2.

} = (3.1.1)

where

(2,5.4)
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Putting o( for the neutral oscillations and

separating the real and the imaginary parts of equation

(3.1.1), we have

- 2 (3,1.2)

With the approximation t. << I we can write

,_, ... (3.1.3)

~* Tb . ,* .€-,o'Z/.hg" -

Thus equations (3.1.2) become

,, " (3.1.4)

When 'V is of the order of unity, 4 is of the

order of . ; therefore we can neglect as com-

pared to unity. Thus the first relation in equation (3.1.4)

immediately gives

C4sL -'I 4F (3.1.5)

and

(3.1.6)

I 4-,



Thus

; * (3.1.7)

From equation (3.1#6) or (3.1.7) we see that only when

can we have real solutions of w;T and 'v for neutral

oscillations. Therefore the index n must be bigger than

the minimum value T if the combustion system is to

have unstable pressure oscillations. As the values of (
for most of the combustion products of the common rocket

propellants are usually close to 1,2 or 1.3, the minimum

value of n is about 0o45 and is the same for all modes of

the high frequency oscillations when the constant Mach number

boundary condition is used.

From equation (3.1,7) we obtain the frequency of the'

neutral oscillations as

k-r0 (3.1.9)

where k- I. x. 3-

The fundamental mode of the high frequency oscillation is ob-

tained when k= i ; solution with kwo is identified to

be the low frequency solution in reference 4 and is therefore

discarded in the present investigation. Equation (3.1.9) shows
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that the frequencies of the neutral oscillations are close to

the integral multiples of ir which in dimensional form are

the natural organ pipe frequencies of the gas system. The

J k •fractional deviations of the neutral frequencies from the

corresponding natural organ pipe frequencies are of the order

of magnitude of the Mach number of the gas flow.

Now we shall demonstrate on which side of the stability

boundary is the oscillation unstable. Taking S = and

differentiating equation (3.1.1) with respect to - we have

on the stability boundary.

RC&Su3'W Wna .- ;

or

When n then C.00 W - 0 thus the

sign of is the same as the sign of -- 4 or

the sign of -- 0t * When AX is positive on the

stability boundary, the region which is reached by increasing

W3 from the boundary is the unstable region, (From the

usual argument of continuity, this statement would be expected

to hold good for -M > without making an effort for

detailed proof.) Therefore, the unstable range of the

frequencies are

Yvol o-

.r
k, <r+ KZY; -;1

IVrwt
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It is therefore concluded that all the frequencies of the

unstable oscillations are very close to the natural organ

pipe frequencies.

The corresponding ranges of the values of j for such

unstable oscillations are given as

k - * l-( -2 t- Y (3.1.12)

IT .- - -

where kz,,zt 3, indicates.the successive modes of

the high frequency oscillations and I= o, .z indicates

the successive higher ranges of the values of j for un-

stable oscillations of a given mode. The unstable range is

shaded as given in figure 3a for o. a . We see that

the unstable ranges of the values of f for a given set of

values of I and k increases with increasing -v..

When -n, equals the minimum value equations

(3.1.11) and (3.1.12)

gives

x - , (3.1.13)

The oscillation is neutral and the range of the unstable

values of T vanishes at this minimum value of In.

3.2 Single Concentrated Combustion Front at Arbitra Axial
osition

Rearrange equation (2.5.9) and drop the subscript 2,
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(3.2.1)

Separate the real and the imaginary parts of equation (3.2.1)

for the neutral oscillation with 9. ZLO

Co wio~-,a)

(3.2.2)

Using equations (3.1.3) we have

(3.2-3)

By squaring and adding the two equations in (3.2.3) one ob-

tains an equation from which we can solve for the frequencies

of the neutral oscillations. For qualitative discussion of

the results, we write this equation as a quadratic of

and solve for .Aces (-10) Thus

+ U" --- k -I a-, (3.2.4)

I>¢,' ,) .p,+- +  .0-3

. 1'€%-

The minus sign before the square root is dropped because

C-,(%- )'O is non-negative. Introducing the following

two inequalities:

I - - -X
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into equation (3.2.4) we obtain the following necessary con-

dition for any possible real solutions of '0

(3.2.5)

which checks with the minimum value of n as given in

equation (3.1.8).

From equation (3.2.4) we have another necessary con-

dition for real solutions of a) if only the inequality

Z > L"0-$) is introduced into equation (3.2.4)

As r is of the order of unity, we must have

(3.2.7)

Since the unstable regions of t2 for the case of a

is defined in equation (3.1.11) we conclude that the fre-

quencies of the neutral and the small unstable oscillations

for all possible values of are always close to the

natural organ pipe frequencies 4-w

The right hand side of equation (3.2.6) vanishes when

-Y= or when cs . When either of the

two conditions is satisfied, -. must be zero. The
result with ri= - is the same as the result obtained

1i ,
1
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from equation (3.2.5). The case WS leads to an

important restriction on the regions of that admit

real solutions of u ) When both 5 , and Cos P)

are zero, Ces (t-cWA must vanish, then equations (3.2.3)

cannot admit any real solutions for It

From equation .(3.2.7) we know 0 is approximately i-T

therefore the zeroes of C&S are approximately

3 so long as I . These positions

correspond to the nodes of the pressure oscillations of the

k' mode. Around each of these nodes there is a range of

positions P of the combustion front which is always stable.

The critical positions f which define such stable range around

each node are those where the oscillations are neutral with

• k'rr and zero unstable ranges of T . Equation (3.2.4)

then gives as

-x k I (3.2.8)

For the fundamental mode, k a , there are two values of

lying between 0 and 1 symmetric with respect to . For

the 1 " mode, we have xk values of between 0 and 1, de-

fining 1 stable regions about the k nodes of the kW mode

of oscillations. The results are plotted in figure 4 with n

v.s. for k s 1; 2, and 3 and 'r .O .

It is observed that if -r- (-i)/4) the critical values

of 4 are 0, 4' etc., and the entire region

of from 0 to 1 are stable except at those critical positions

where the oscillations are neutral, and that if - < t-0/4

no real values of exist. This result agrees with equations
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(3.1.8) and (3.2.5), and in addition reveals the fact that if

the combustion is concentrated at the injector end o

the combustion system is most liable to have unstable high fre-

quency oscillations. The positions o, 4' etc., are

approximately the anti-nodes of the k' mode of pressure

oscillations where the amplitude of the pressure oscillations

is the largest.

Equation (3.2.4) can be used to solve the frequency of

the neutral oscillation for arbitrary values of . But

with equation (3.2.7) a rapidly converging iteration pro-

cedure can be used to solve the critical values of -t and

tA from equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.4). By replacing
(0)

0. )0 and 'with 0t- %< w and PkIr

we can calculate from equation (3.2.4) and get

k L 4 0 ir Using L3" in the place of

we can determine LO c V k z and repeat the process

till the necessary accuracy is acquired. Then equation (3.2.3)

gives the values of 0 . For the cases calculated, two

iterations are sufficient. Calculation is. carried out for

- . ,andn3 and and ;t with

_-t 61.33 and 0 o.A" . The results are plotted

as' given in figure 5 These curves are not symmetric. The

shaded regions for a given mode of oscillation represent the

values of - and that make this mode unstable. We see that

there are only a few spots where all the three modes are

stable.

From this calculation, it is clear that the position of

the concentrated combustion front along the combustion chamber
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axis has considerable importance. If the combustion is mostly

concentrated in a narrow region whose width is only a small

fraction of the distance between two adjacent positions

of a given mode of oscillation, the stability behavior of

this mode can be analyzed with the simplified model of con-

centrated combustion. If the width of the combustion zone

is larger than the distance between two adjacent , of a

given mode, it is hardly possible that the simplified model

could be used satisfactorily. As the distance between two

adjacent positions ,€ decreases rather fast when 1

increases, the approximate simplified model becomes less

satisfactory for the higher modes of oscillation. Consequently

if most of the combustion in a liquid propellant rocket motor

is concentrated in a narrow region, for example one tenth of

the length of the combustion chamber, the stability behavior

of the fundamental and the second mode of the high frequency

oscillations can be determined by using the simplified model

of concentrated combustion. But the stability behavior of

the higher modes as analyzed by using the simplified model

should not be considered too seriously.

3.3 Two Step Concentrated Combustion with-1= .

For the study of the nature of the solution of the two

step concentrated combustion with one at the injector end,

we shall consider the representative case of yv =1 for

the purpose of simplicity. Equation (2.5.8) becomes

[X 0(- .i1 * Zi (-i)f ti- ZX L
4 t2

(3.3.1)

4 I
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This equation can be rearranged in the form

The coefficient of L+(-t.) which is of the order of

C U ) Z, will be considered as negligibly small

compared with the coefficient of (- Thus,

exp Lai )

X +

(3.3.2)

Let. S. ,Ai for the neutral oscillations and separate the

real and the imaginary parts of equation (3.3.2) with the

approximation of equations (3.1,3)

C.. ," = -(-,) Ai*UZL u,, + Ya.-iaC. 14 l,_co .

(3.3.3)
The equation for determining the frequencies of neutral

oscillations of the system is obtained as:

1 'L 0,~ 4 .6 C Adz 04

(3.3-4)
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It is not easy to solve for from equation (3634)

dir t c t ly.., But a method of successive approximation,

analogous to the method used in section 3.2 can be used.

From equation (3.3.4) we see that if U- U, is small

compared to %* a we have as a zeroth approxima-

tion v Z which is the solution given in

reference 4. Introducing cd into the right hand side

of equation (3.3.4), we can calculate from

44:, 4 " 'r. X .

(3- -5Ca 3.3S

The solution of the frequency of the neutral oacillations

can thus be written as

£'3 'c~r* ~(3-3.6)

where 2 is a function of $ and - , FrOm equation (3.3.5)

it is obvious that the coefficient ' will be less than unity.

At the nodes of the mode of pressure oscillations, i.e.,

etc., equation (3.3.4) giy'es the minimum

value of J as t ( -R) provided- , is not

too small.

Consequently, the frequencies of the neutral oscilla-

tions of the system are not significantly different from the

natural organ pipe frequencies when a small fraction of the

concentrated combustion is shifted from the injector end to

arbitrary location along the axis.

Having determined W , we can obtain Ot from equation

(3.3.3). The result of such calculation is given in Fg. A.
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It is noticed that when the second concentrated combustion

front is located at the nodes of the 14, mode of oscilla- A

tions, i~e., L Ulusrr -i.,

or(~*-n;(r J

This is identical with the result for the case of a single

* concentrated combustion located at the injector end. However,

owing to the slight decrease of the value of $ " , the

ranges of the values of i for producing unstable oscilla-

tions when the second concentrated combustion front is located

at the nodes are slightly decreased as compared with that of

a combustion system having a single concentrated combustion

front at the injector end.

From figure 6 we see that the shift of a small fraction

of the concentrated combustion from the injector end to any

arbitrary locations along the axis is slightly stabilizing.

The stabilizing effect is most significant when the small

fraction is shifted to the node. Even in this case this

shift does not give rise to unduly large effect on the

stability behavior of the system. It may be inferred that

the distribution of a small fraction of combustion from a

given concentrated combustion front will not change the

qualitative picture of the stability behavior of the system

*as analyzed with the single concentrated combustion front,

IV. SOLUTIONS WITH LONG NOZZLE

4.1 T Boundar Condition at Combustion Chamber Exit

The proper boundary condition at the combustion chamber

exit is, as mentioned in previous section, the continuity of
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the disturbances in the combustion chambeir and the disturbances

in the deLaval nozzle. When the steady state velocity dis-

tribution in the nozzle is linear from the entrance to the

sonic throat, the ratio I of the fractional variation of the

velocity to the density disturbance at the nozzle entrance is

obtained in reference 6. The real and the imaginary parts

of I when rv.a are plotted against the reduced frequency

parameter P for different values of the reduced steady state
velocity parameter 7 = Li (fig.2). The reduced

frequency P is defined as the angular frequency of the

oscillation divided by the steady state velocity gradient

in the subsonic part of the nozzle i. e. /-5

Here Il. is the length of the subsonic part of the

nozzle as a fraction of the combustion chamber length,

For the fundamental mode of high frequency oscillation,

we know a) is about -r . The value of corresponding to

the fundamental mode is approximately -r -

Since ZL is relatively small, the value of for the funda-

mental mode depends primarily on the value of . In

practical cases is often close to 1/3 . If

of the nozzle is very short, the value of

corresponding to fundamental mode is very small. Therefore

if the one dimensional picture could be extrapolated to such

limiting case, the boundary condition of constant Mach number

would apply satisfactorily to the case of a nozzle with a

very short subsonic part. On the other hand, if Qu is

reasonably long, 4he stability behavior of the fundamental

mode can be considerably different from that determined by
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the constant Mach number boundary condition.

We shall consider a practical example with

such that L r " , Thus the fundamental mode of

acoustical oscillation corresponds to I and the

kk Mode corresponds to k It should be noted

that for different values of U , the condition 0-=

* requires that nozzles of different lengths are used with

the combustion chamber.

4.2 Solution for the Case of A Single Concentrated Combustion

Front

Equation (2.5.9) can be rewritten as

, with o( 0 for the neutral oscillations and B I

vhere I - 4 is given graphically in figure 2 for , .zo

as a function of Z (or U I and Coy u) . The stability

boundary is determined numerically for two particular cases,

Z 0.05 and 0,10 cbrresponding to

S= 0.213 and 0.301. For a given value of and

a series of values of w the left hand side of equation

(4.1.1) is calculated. Call this quantity

i+

Then the values of n corresponding to the series of values
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of 0 are given by

(41-3)

and the corresponding critical values of ? by

The value of ,- is taken in the quadrant consistent

wh- . The calculated results are

plotted as shown in figures 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. For the

purpose of comparison, these curves are also calculated and

plotted when the boundary condition 1(o,2 41 is used.

It is noticed in figures7a and 7b that curves of

n vs with the two different boundary conditions are of

similar shape and vary with the same trend. The curve with

the boundary condition I(p. x for long nozzle

is shifted toward larger values of n and smaller values of

as compared tb the corresponding curve with the constant

Mach number boundary condition for very short nozzle. As a

result, there are many apparent but important results with

respect to the effect of changing the ratio of the length

of the subsonic portion of the nozzle to the combustion

chamber length.

1. The minimum value of n compatible with any un-

stable pressure oscillations determined by the long nozzle

boundary condition Increases rapidly with increasing # or L4
T

This is shown in figure 9. Wh en the constant Mach number or



short nozzle boundary condition is used, the minimum value

of n for all the different modes of oscillation is the

same constant T! slightly less than j which is the

minimum value of n for the unstable low frequency oscilla-

tion corresponding to LC 0 0

2. When increases, the rate of increase of the

minimum value of n determined by the long nozzle boundary

condition is larger than the corresponding rate determined

by the short nozzle boundary condition. Both results are

plotted in figure 4 as the dotted and the solid curves re-

spectively.

3. For a given value of n the unstable region of

and f as determined by the long nozzle boundary con-

dition are smaller than the corresponding unstable region

'as determined by the short nozzle boundary condition. Owing

to the rapid increase of the minimum value of n for in-

creasing 6 there is an upper limit of the frequency of

possible unstable oscillation as determined from figure 9

for given value of n . This is quite different from the

result given in section 3.2 and figure 5 where there is no

such upper limit. Calculation for the case of nrva oa3

and Z, = o.ax13 using the long nozzle boundary con-

dition shows that the fundamental mode will be unstable when

the values of i and are. in certain ranges while all

*the other modes are always stable (fig.lO). For the case of

~l , both the fundamental and the second mode may be

unstable but not the higher modes (fig.ll).

Consequently, in every respect, the combustion system
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with long nozzle is more stable than the one with very short

nozzle.

It should be noticed that the rate of increase u' the

minimum value of n compatible with unstable k* mode of

oscillation increases rather fast as k increases. The

actual magnitude of n of the common liquid propellants is

not known. However, being an exponential index, n is not

likely to be much larger than unity. Therefore for practical

cases, the higher modes of pressure oscillations are expected

to be stable. Furthermore, even if these higher modes become

unstable, they are not likely to build up rough combustions

owing to the more effective viscous damping of the high fre-

quency components. It is the unstable fundamental and the

first few high frequency modes that result in rough combustion

and hence are of practical interest.

A comparison of the results in figures 7a and 7b and

in figure 9 for the two cases with different U shows that

by increasing Z! from 0.213 to 0.301 while the nozzle is so

modified as to maintain the relation u) , the minimum

value of n compatible with unstable oscillations are slightly

decreased, that is, the system becomes a little more unstable.

The change is, however, rather small as produced by 40% in-

crease of the flow Mach number. Whether the effect of in-

creasing DL is destabilizing or stabilizing is as yet uncer-

tai because this small difference in n can be easily com-

pensated by the terms of the order of Q which have been

neglected in the present analysis. It seems, however, that
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the stability behavior is rather insensitive to the change of

flow velocity in the) combustion chamber when R/ f -a

is kept unchanged,

As has been mentioned in section 3, if the combustion

is reasonably concentrated, the simplified model of concentrated

combustion front can be used to analyze the stab'ility behavior

of the fundamental and the first few high frequency modes of

oscillation, but cannot be used to analyze the stability be-

havior of the higher modes with the constant Mach number boundary

condition at W % 1 Now with the boundary condition for

long nozzle at x-I all that we are interested in is the

stability behavior of the fundamental and the first few high

frequency modes because all the higher modes are expected to

be stable. Consequently, the simplified model of concentrated

combustion is a convenient model for analyzing the stability

of the high frequency oscillation if the combustion zone lies

in a region which is small compared to the combustion chamber

length.

From the calculated results'with IL.O we see that

if the combustion zone lies either between

and or between and

7, all the high frequency modes are stable for

any values of T when n is not larger than 1. The quantita-

tive results as obtained in this calculation will be somewhat

different when the steady state velocity profile in the subsonic

portion of the nozzle is not linear, but the qualitative results

as shown in the present calculation is expected to remain un-

changed.'
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an anti-node of all the modes of oscillations and the con-

figuration with concentrated combustion front at the injector

end is most liable to become unstable.

5. When the concentrated combustion front is at the

injector end,.the minimum value of n for the V mode to

be unstable increases rapidly with increasing k except when

the nozzle is very short and the constant Mach number boundary

condition is to be used at the axial exit. The higher modes of

oscillations are relatively more stable than the lower modes

in practical cases.

6. Rockets with very short nozzle are more unstable

*than similar rockets with long nozzle. A rocket with short

nozzle has lower minimum value of n and larger unstable

ranges of T . The qualitative stability behavior of the two

rockets are, however, similar and the results as determined by

short nozzle boundary condition is a helpful qualitative guide

in the numerical determination of the stability boundary with

long nozzle boundary condition.

7. The stability behavior of a system with concentrated

combustion is rather insensitive to the change of the flow

Mach number of the gas in the combustion chamber if the

velocity gradient in the subsonic portion of the nozzle is

not changed;

.. If the combustion is mostly concentrated in a

region whose width is only a small fraction of the combustion

chamber length, the stability behavior of the fundamental and

the next few higher modes of oscillations can be satisfactorily

analyzed by using the simplified model of concentrated

$ --i
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c mbustion front. The higher modes of oscillations are ex-

pected to be stable when the long nozzle boundary condition

is used at the combustion chamber exit. If the combustion

is distributed so that the combustion zone covers considerable

portion of both the stable region and the unstable region

of of the fundamental mode, there is no obvious position

of the concentrated cotfbustion front in the simplified model

which can be satisfactorily used for the analysis of the

stability behavior of the actual system.

Since the analysis is made on an one dimensional basis

in the axial direction, all results apply to longitudinal

oscillations only.

I

4t
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A ~I INT1ODUYTICH

Combust' A LN. liquid propellant rocket maotors often beome

rough under ditfoent oirou ansa as a. resx4t of too large presure

asaillatiow In the combustion ohauibere There are two. distinot raagas of

fmuenoiss of rough ombustion, the 1o frequny rags of lose tha 100

cycles per eo and the high frequency range taf several h'drsds or

soivnr.1 thouxwds cycles per seowide The physical reason of the self-

witlng oscillations and the stability criterion In such, a cowbustion

systen are of great practical imotne and hawe bee a subject of am-

taAaiie otudy during ftent years, &%Win authors havv anlysed this problon

assuming a ooristsait tin. delay fram the instsat uhn a propellent ewn

* is inWocte6 into the eombuctlon ahamber to the Instant what this propellent

element burns, The self-.zeit:Lng mamim is assumed to be the sensitivity

CRereremos 10203), The frequencies of tho unstable oscillations ofte

combustion chamber obtained in these references are in the low frequency I

range and the possibility of having unstable high frequency oscillations

has not been indicated*

The senor author of the present paper has pointed out the fact

that a pressure sensitive feading system is not a necassary OMecAGiM of

* produeing selfaiting aoillations (Reference 4) The intoraction be-p

t=the rate of combustion aud the pressure oscillation a produce both

the high frequaey and the low frequency unstable owillationso his kind

of combustion instability has been called intrinsic instability aim It

Cannot be elimuina~ted by prQpr deuigi of the feeding system In Reference 4,

the ease of low frequency oscillation In the oombustion system has be

ox. iivly studied while the came of high frequenoy osaillationa has been

r -



treated only briefly for a, simplified model with a sigle cononatratOd

oesibustion frct near the Injcotor sad n - The trewhuot IsI. d+ •.

Reference 4 has been ostonded I. Referene to more S.mersX aostn usuz

the smeo simplified modl of conmntrated abustlan fnte The axial

A.p position of the oonoM41ted *anbustor front has been found to be In-

portant In determining the stability bohsavor of the different Rod*@ of

highi frequency oseillationse It Is theretoro, mspat. thAt the atability

behavior of a system with widely distributad ocabustion may be oamideraly

different from that of a system with concentrated ocubustion, The pri ay

ob*1et of thi par in to look Into the aeffeot of diari.buting 0e Goa-

bustiO along the axis of the combustion ohanber,

In the present invoeigatlon, the oscillating Wyotan Is can-
+.1

sidored as a gas eolu with continuous mss snd enerLy addition 'both

Astdeeraind +by the local burning rate. The fuel and the ozddiser are in-

ject ed into the cobustion ohaber in the form of atomized liquid droplets

at a constat rate regardless of the pressure oscillations in the combustion
, o .r The patt of the distributin of such atomized liq~ad droplets

is assumed to be independent of the pressure osoillations so that the fuel

slement and the oxidizer element that bv= together In steady state

operation ill still burn together when the operation in 1unzteady. Another

important simplification consists in the assumption that each of such mixed

elements burns suddenly after a oertain delay instead of gradually. The

presence of the gradual prooeseeo end the effects of the pressure and the

temperature' variations on the rates of the gradual processes are taken

into account by assuming that the delay in affeoted by the vriation$ of

the gas pressure and the gas temperature in the combustion ohamber. For

oscillations of mall aplitudes, the temperature change v be related to

,+ I

11 _+I



the pressure change of the gs. The reoatim betw*ee this tiue delay and

i he preasure.oho m of the gas is assud to be the e@e as described in

Reforeneo 4o, As, a result,, the tot~l tine lag of each olowt deftw4 asV

the tine interval from the instant of injeotion to the instant of apleto

omubustion is Influened by the proesure ome .iatione The *e of tho

+burning rate reulting from the *bng of the total time lags of different

elements under pressure oscillation is the selt-exeiting mohanis of the

unstable vSeillations.

In the present investigation the problem in foraulated with

arbitrary distribution of combustion or arbitrary steMy state veloity

profile in the coubustion ohamber, and an explicit approximate solution

of the final Intopakdifforential equation with a retarded varable Is

earried out for the case of a linear steady stat velocity profile through-

out the oonbuaton chember with small final Ikoh numbr. This linear ,

steady state velocity profile is of particular interest an it gives

approximately equal burning rate at all axial locations and therefore rep-

"sesats the extreme ease Aiere the effect of distributing the combustion

axially on the stability behavior of the combustion systm is most pro-

nounod.

2.1 Lnearised Small Pertu bation Eauations

We shall consider the gas flow in the onstant area combustion

chamber to be one dimensional. The Injector& loated at the end of the

ombustion ohawbor provide at a constant rate a oontinuous supply of pro.

pellants mostly in the form of atwised liquid droplets that burn at

different sta ioas tlong the combustion chamber axise ,A'a acmmood that



the unburne propellants ooaup,' neogligble volume and are susep in and

earride &long byr the burne p flow£ig inside the aombuetaon ahamber t

the *mite Part of the hot gas genierated from comustion io ~rolat4

aotively to the upstream rgion whee It suppile the activation energy to

the unb2rued propellant .1temee, The temperature of the bumned gas through-

out the cmubuatic ohamber In nearly oonstant as all the gas is ranaratsd

from the sawe propellant under essentially the soma pressure. So far a

the flow of the gas system is oonerned1 the combustion is a process of

generating or introducing new mass of the bu gas i nto the flow system

*t•hle spe'polfic, energy of the gas remnai nearly constants.

The three basic coservation laws of as, oamnt and ewrgy

give the following three gas dynie equations in dimensionless forme

'!b W

' ~L 2(~ ' *(21.1)

iT ere Ul is the dimnnsionxles velocity of the unburned propellant

elemonts4 If the shift of the dissociation reactions due to the amll

pressure variations in the oasbustion chamber is neglected$ the steady

state energy integral is found to be

The speoifie entropy variation along a given burned gas element is found as

* *Dt r u -i~ W (c-XxI

ZA Uj.v-

21 Y.~
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The steady state WGS Ocntixuity equation shows that Is of the.

order otfl if the ditferontiation 'uith respo~et to x doos not

h&Otho order of magnitude ot the quantity. The valeocity *f the unbum M'

t aospt itar the injector end. The olumgo of the @p.oifi entropy of

or SIs s

eopy raienn:h s - oirer iof ip7e Is: the order of 

I( - U * The steady state pressure wA density of the. gas am be

-or

Thus It the steady state gas velocity is so mil that iL 4g

negligible ocapared to unity, the flow of the ps in steady state mn be
onsidere as lowntropic and the gas preure, densi, and tmperaure am

be taken is uni orm throughout the 'aabusti n ohamber. Under the sane approxi-

mtion, the total amount w (W) of propellants burned before statio x

pr unit time is appro ately ' +

Under the limitations of uuali perturbations the order of magnitufe

of these quantities will not bs ohantged by the prosenoo of the small

ooillationso Thus the speoif.o entropy variation in unsteady state opanation

is negligibly wallo Since the specific -entropy variation is not considered

as the basic nehoisa of producing self-exeiting osoillatians, we shall on-

eider the one dimensional flow of the burned gas in the rooket omubustion

I



r4' ,p

ohaber with oo trinuoau mass addition as isentroplo. The enoeg equation

in the system ot gaw dynay o equations will be ro[fplaod by the isentroplo

rlation of ahewgp of statee Thus

++t + SW-fit -L

IntrdueOd into the steady state gas flow ase. omplox varLble Is used

for onven o. thus lot the small prbrbatlons be

W ~ie (e~t)]

• u[ ' et -.. (,u;expt,L* (3.1.6)--

A,,

Uhe5 ~ueaw * *and- are aaplox funotions of ,cZOi 4at:

The disturbanees are stable, neutral or unstable aeoording as ) 0

Thus the lineari ed suall perturbation quati as fop., the systm

of equations (2.115) in omplex yvaables are

+e*+X 4+ ++ 2+

+ + (2.1.7)

vhore (x -t w x is the pertunrbationo f thie total

burning rato before station * The tora exp(-0 1 " I,  will b.

sh' later to be indepndoent of timo By eliminating - and I in

equatuon (.l.7) and nogleoting higher order amll quan ties aoeordng to



the appr ximi n w Obtain he follm equation for

.1,the ulimo function (9)

In equation (2,1,8), - J~)%>-) to 'still an unkamm

unotion which has to be rlated to the pressure variation through the

pressure sensitivity of the time la&,

29Z The Tim lag and The Space Lag

The processes taking place during the total tim lag -t may be

divided into two classes, the processes which are practically unaffated by

K pressure and temperature variations suoh as the mixin of the propellants .

and the processes which are lnflumoed by these variations., such as hoat j '
transfer, vaporization, chemical reactionso As has boon sham in Reference 4,

we shall approximate the ocaplieated situation by writing + T -

1here T represents a pressure insensitive time lag and T the

pressure sensitive time lag* We shall relate the variation of T O ly

to the variations of pressure, assuming that the temperature variation@ and

their effeots my be correlated with the pressure Yriatis, This lAst

assuaption is Justifiable especially for emall oscillations* Another

asuption is that the rates of the processes during the period of the

pressure sensitive tist lag are proportional to the same power a of the

A instantaneous pressure* This exponent n represents th. average value ot the

different prooesses aMA includes the temperature offeoot The relation Waich

dfines the value of -T of an element that burns at the instant t is



seemed In reference 4 as

ft

shoe the prescure ,(x'&t' -t' Is evluated AIMS the path ZI(t')

Of thO 011"Mnta oniderde The actnt In quttln (2,4J) and the qw,.

pnnt A, are asadO to be the ease for all propellenat o1watse

For onimaie we shall transgorga equtim (24,.1) Jr. tqm of

the spatial wriable instead of tine. 2his tran~fo tiea a.? variable ean

be nae if we Imow the atual velocity of tho umnao propellant elonat

during h period * ~ lt~l-'o.-

propellant .1 4.t leaving the Injector nale rolative to the burned gas

near the injeotor end Is very so=n dmonpd out. Frm thore =n the motLon of

the2unburned may be amaeraed as approxinatoly the secas

This assiption is Tory orades but it hats the advantage of allowing simpler

subsoquout developsmes With this. assimptiong we oan relate the tiae las

and the spas* lag explisitlyo Consider a propellant element that has a

total Uni lag T" '~. T and burns at the station xO we bAwve.

by definition

T It0I 

)a d 
AW 2 2 3

vhero xt is the Integration variable for x and to the station vhere the



-_____pressure___ Sos'v .stim J~ be4 .o

In order to bave distributed aombuctionv the total time ir(%1

of different propollnt ql e must be differeuf;. As t Is detne by

relatica (22l, the values of 'TA wAm s.re dittoria fox,
difeorat propellant elements* Lot 51. c) ds he h0total mutof pr"~a

pslsnt elemenits that have beoom, presstar. sensitivo before the sation

Blues e of a gie~roeln .1 wt in the am@o for sadyan -

Stfflwy sato cperation, or the .1 wnt will also be the sww ftro

tore Is the same for both steady and unsteady state operations that

Is 3(s) t ~ hen * Howe fte funetion, q

in given by

~er. ic nd ,are related -through equations (24-.1)-sMd (2.21)a

4X

We -mnt to f ind at what station in unsteady state operation.

begins the pressure sensitive time lag~ of the propellant elemets buri at

the station x and at the Instant to As the pressure sensitive tium lag *r

is detonuimod by equation (2.2.1) with thc Integral evaluated along the

path z1(t') of the propesllant elemnts considered, the pressure

Is to be evaluated at any instant V' at the station x' (t') whew. te pro-

pellant elomrts were at tat Instant t'. In terms of the space. variable

With C '<1( the instant t' Is CA (,C earlier thm t.



Thus .qug... (242..) Is written as

Fro this equatics, it 'aan be chawi that Is always Pbitivea This

ens m that all eleamts ivhloh booono pressure sonsitivo before the statin

msust bumn before the staticn x. Beno. If g( 1)ir the %lue of the fmation
liven by equations (2.2,4) and (2,*25) with the value oft dftned by

equatioL (2491l., the rate or the total amount of the propellant elaneats

burned before, the station x at the instant t is given by

W(x,t) =(2.3.2)

From equations (2A) and (2.3.2) we have

W..l)- W (X)

Under the bypothesis of mall perturbations we must have ~ '~ '

rhus-the -higher order mual tomei in Is%.-vlc series expansion arc elzt~

From equation (2,3.1) with 11 - <<1 it can be, found that

Q A (2.3.4)

naeao2tion (U (c 4 we (

ex- 2" I,,Ek cx1



-i___________ - -

The perturbation of the total buraing rate ie thus expli itly oxpr ssed in

tos-- of the pressure perturbatien 1 This in tho quentity 4o be

intduao4 Into equation (2.1.8). It is now olear that the term .exr()cWxt)

.is ndWependent of time.

124 Fital Formlation

fran equation (2.3.5) and substitute these results into equatilaf (2..8),

we obtain the foilowing inteo-differenWial 'equation vith tho omplea

amplitude o ( .f the pressure perturbation as the only dependent

v ariable and z as the only independent variable.

1
jW1

I.

This equation Is too ocmplicated to be 'soled in general terms. The

quantity ex-? L j - ) is originated fram the presence

ot the retarded ariable t- and eorresponds to the

quar~tty ex 5th:f is es sentilal In determining the in-stability In the as*@ invetigated in Reference 4 and Bo The quantity

*MP - t is the auonly psible eause of creaing

Instability of high frequency osoillations in the oombustion systes. It

can be shmwm that the solutions of equation (2.4,l) with vanishing right

hand side has no unstable osoillationso All the quantlties related to oaa-

buetion are contained in the right hand side, and the ioft hand side of

equation (2.4,1) merely represents a one dimensional waw motion in a duot

,,~. 1
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wit'a varlable welaoity suah to tho flow of pas in a duct with alom4y vWY-

In~ erotic sotiomal fareao Those oabustion term m acnt noogoarily of ths

oxer of Z beoaue the order of ma.itude of a Is still left b Sbtzamy

The ogabustion term are quit eaplioat.. Here e sha1 not

attmapt -the solution for the case with a. genoral volooity distrbutions '

oonf in our attention to the simplest ease of litarly distributed steady

stat velocity*o This particular velooty dstributim brinp acme simplift-

eatiam In the combustion terea and at the mootine it stanids as an lzportsnt

extrame case just opposite to the one with 6ono ated ombustion treated in

Refore nes 4 sad 5. The linear velocity distribution can be written as

= M x with V equal to the Misoh numdbr of the gas flow at Us

eit# 1 under the approximztiox Ca 1 TPus the Z*@&I

+" + ' oxrospo"S. ,o t'o - e "movd-* uuutomly, distributed .ogisbustio I

III WNIFGULT DISTRIBUTED (COMIBTJ3ON

$.l Silified Form of the Pe rurbatim El uatqou

WMt the steady satet velocity profile Ci (w I aM- X

equation (2.5.5) becoms

A'

The steady state value of the space U&g is touan fron *quati= (202.3)

Silucs the Mich number of the gas flaw at thM combustion obimboe xit is small,
ft.



and it :C Is of the order' of u-iy ex ' ( Is vory elm~* to

bosotop ipite Ths Isa ausequenoo of nogleoting the initial, ditfewanee

between the veloity of the Injected propellan e1liantsaend the average

velocity of the Sam. The ausewapt1.on that ' is nt the order of unity 1

is therefore equivalent to the mostapttan that y jy call fraction~ of the

total tine lag, or the sac..e lag io pressure sonsitives With tof te

order of unity or tx << the integral involved in equation

(3.1.1) *an be approx~aately evaluated by expending (x') In Taylorj

series aboelt zo

Ior_1? m.bo niC.eaod* DitferotattIng qai (3l) withrepc

to e ' find

with ~ S)~ -er-~f ~(3.1.5)

ftvtion (2.4.1) is rrodo te a

ith rA1~A )a

Uquaion(5.1.4) is virtually the equation obtained fron equation (2.4.1) end

(501.,1) vhen 00 1~)3 taken to be, cx) (w that imp the spatial

wriation of the pressure portufation has negligible contributionm In

evaw1ating the variation of the burning rate as compared with the ooatribu-

tian Of the tiaSwis* Variation of the Maneure at a given station,

I Iqualin (3.1.4) can be rdused to stazftrd fora of Weber



diffetirotleqato ith utnmI convren aeismA cattsre
soltimme H m rg the mte of oonwrgec og theoo series is vez7 poor

'+i -the re~gion@ of i.ntoeco Thoreore wo tmustors. equation (3,lAY by the

transformaton

nto a non-linear Rico ti Equation+

This timotion W4 Wx mot satisfy the pkysloal boundary ow&4tion at

X r. 0 that the Wall f 1cm veloolt7 i and tho disturb=** e wlooityK ~)mstbe sora at .ay istazit, From equa~tion~s (2.1.7), ve have 1,09) 0

but) Thus tho boundlary v&Xue for the funatica k4 w

Aayapotic series solutiom of equation (3.1.1) in teras of powers

of ar obtaiM as&

sx0 .- aa

o (3.1.9)

Nither of the two solutions satisfy the boundary oitim (Saleg)o By

, superposing the two oorresponding solutions of equati (.i.4)

the solutioni of equation (3el.7,) satisfyiug the boundary oon A4ac (3,1,8)



is found to be

4 Subtitting equationj%.1.9) into equottion (3olo)iO) anid 4ropplzg the MOi

order wall terms aocwo~ing as M < v Ob~in the solution~ of I

*q~tio~ (,14 ,tjqfyng tht botmd%37y value of oP 0, 1~~o

Thi So~tin *n *SIUt" t - =1 mut seafy the bo a: am-~

will suffice to dotem-Ine thecmplexq~iy K +O

given apte. For the determliation of the stbiiiby bounarys ve $hal

p~~at \ * Thu;s wcpuziding i Aholo 64.40) and 1ttinz x

+I - LO C41W i

+ C _V Co

(3,1032

Soluims M~n LowF uusy ounEX Cndiim a x
The oun=7 mdijoa f aat~ Rah n~berof hs OL$floKtteauuto hao ~tI sda napoI eetc,4



This bowmry oonition has been shon to be oorreoat only for vorr low

trequenoy osillatione (Refersnc* 6), an the ew.Vow of using this approi-

mte boundary oondition la detoninin the stability boundary t ed

to increase with Inarsrcig frequencies of the different modes or ue

o4aillationse. For the purpose of ocmperlsui. we@hall first n stipte the

reult by using this le tfrequency bouv doy oendoitio

The emditiin of Oastent Nach number ca be written as

Or x - - 4

In the ease of isentropie flow, we have 4z -,_ , o -

LXBy eliximtIng -~in equation (2~,'eT), we got a'eat~ anim

WAThuc the bovdary a~mttion for the fw2wti1 4J~)

at is cta *ew he ap pzSinative M" -

Sqmte the two expressions for % 0) from equations (,1.*12) WA (3.2#1)

aM separate this relation Into the ra nd Im ary parteu

zM1 X
--- , (, -=.0-, ,

a

vhere o

v - -

Whr (,,J



Frm equations (3*2.2) a.ud ( o,) we caa determine the aritital

i~luos of T ad the required values of -n oorrespend1 ng to diffesr-et

frequaee of neutral osoillatione The result o at "lotion ix showin In
Figurs 8 aud So For a qualitative d oussioa of the results, itis

sufelealy aosurate to us. the slapl-fiod formlas

3

3 N

We see obviously that for real solutions of 7 and w the value

of n must be bigger than soma lower l-mit vhioh is given approximtely as

For those values of n not mah bier, than the ainiu a value given in

equation (3*2.J) we mat have w- 0 = (M) or' 0 = W - c,(M')"'

Thus wew n ooclude that the frequencies of ts un table oseillations, if

any, would be .lose to the natural frequency V ir of the gas systemio

The fundasental unstable mods has its frequency around ir CUse- ii

quently, the Ainim value of n would be of the orAdor of 15 or 20 which

sosms too large an a pressure exponent* If the value of n of the systen

should happen to be this big, th the unstable range of the values of w)

ad i are given approx~iately by

iit

22

IdtI



*here in 0,1,2 . . desiganting xueossi* higher unstable ranges of

the v lue@ of .r, and W- 1.2,3 * , doe ating the sucoessive higher

modes of the osoillations, The uzIdWztal mode is' represented by 10' - 1.

S034.9olution withA Nih jr~~eo omayCondition at x I

The boundary oonditions at the eombuotion ohaber emt at all

frequencoes of cocillatiss are the continuity at any instnt of

"V leooity, the denuity, nd the pressure perturbations in the oebuetion

obawbor a n those in the dqLtvl nosszle. Thus the high frequencoy boundary

ondition cn be obtained by ewaly ng the unsteady flow inside the 4ela

nosle*, In Refeoroe 7v the partioular oats of unsteady flow In a deGI&al

noasle with linear steady astate velocity distribution in the siibsonio par

Sinplar sonithroat. The fractional density perturbation, for arbitrry

frequencies is 6bt+j.~i by sol~a a 4asge.^ twnt. =on

The calculated results are giv In graphical fora. The ratio of 4

is caloulated and plotted apinst the reduced frequency

i ".
4A)

stoAning tor the reduced volocity parameter Z Zi 2, Those

curves an reproduced In Filg ro 2 and 3 an be ued to determine the

stability bwxary of the high frequency osa:llations ix the ecabustilon

chomboe Since the boundary value of the oscillation is such a ooaplioated

funation of the frequency as given by these graphs, the solution of the

oscillation problem oan be carried out only numrically for speoifio emplea,

The linearized asml perturbation equations u t ',as of the fractional

amplitudes of the disturbances in the ambustion &Amber are

I

+



} 1.

LAV

+

u. -o "e .

I U ~~~LA ~--)i~
Ix

f,~ ~ ~ ~~4 + -  4

LL~ L P

A stat ion 2 lo TM shoal use O) +t

an l at sid * Thu sn h lue the bothedalo indisate tt x a"

Substiuting o the ealn. o hInto ozpt to p i.at. ad i. thousghl

oyhonm eede Oaluo

I -1N (X.1.3) o4t, Yi (3.3.t ) 41oh lzao .athw
4",

(303Ad)

sand P and G are defined by equations (5.2.3) as funotiona of w~ 7L~ and

It MAI) is given by equation (3e1.12) sand can be easily written In

tousof. j idandA(1 XandY are unc@tionbof K anzd~ 4,

given in Figures 2 oundS. For given value ofli the value of c orres-

ponding to a definite angular frequenoy W Inareases widljh dsreauing

valocity gradient t(,+ * * with Increauing length Q ~ Of the

subsonic part of the deliwaal nozzle* If the subsoado part of the nossle Is

e vary short., the value of 43 for the fundausntal mode of' oscillation is

very, x=11 wnd the boundary condition of ocnatazzt Mach number at the ext
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of the ooubuati n abhmber would be a oloes approiations When .

increashe ord, the boundary conodoiiofonr osoillations of ul e

queno shift t he boundary conditions for oscillatios fo hw. '

reduced froquenoy* The Igth of the subsonio part of the d ual nossle

of rookets an usually 1/3 or 1/4 of the oambutio. ohamber 1 *th. r

fore in the following oaloulation we Mall, a typical e mpl 9 ,a take

UX+ t uo that the natuml frequencies oorrspand to Ite I'alues

of A *Au the fun~ntal organ pipe mode I# gI'v= by I*. T*e vlues

of X and Y as oalculated from equation (39s,3) are plotted In Figure 4. B.h

X aW Y &Y of the order of unity or smaal..

Thus separating the reil and the imgluary yikvts in equation

we tatu the following two oquatiomn fwcm %idh we een fii.

1'atM 0, Per given value of the frequ~noy &)of the unutral.-osoillation.

FP Y

________.(s~s.s)

3 +

-- -

Itn of sucha magnitude that is of the order of unity

h th r and must be of the order of unity, Hence -' w is

of the order of M or

Thus the frequenoles of the unstable pressure osillati ms it any amo

close to the natural hrequenoes of the gas systemo

The values ofna ar given by

(3.3.8)



with the value o W t n the quadrant oonson With'

U1culation is carried out for the o, ea with Z a OO0*.010604O

for h onsl7 Thersultsare~ plted 'i ripem 6 iz8,v Foroaepaion

* the rosul*ts w o by upiing equationi (3*242) with the low fm uoxoy'bon

*cr1tb~cn at the oa ~slion chme bo *~t are aso p1 *t. lIn theme ftgrs

These curves are inot intexde to be aouate quanitatively espeoially for

larger values of Z or M2 uhich are niot negligibly amlli caqaf to unity,,

but to show the troud of variation at different pwtera md tbir re

of mptie These c~rsare alosoly aslagous to the oerrespin

ourves for sysoeu with ocsaetrte coution 0 givensr ezial leations

(Rofencmes 5). The r~jor difference is that the valu.s of n for the ca me

of uniferaly distributed ocubustion is of the orde of mgnitude of

141* it Is ofth owr of- unity f~or the ose of oaa~aiW Qamutwim

The curve of n vs. 3 ith the high frequency bouanawy oordition are shifted

toward larger values of n and lower values of f (or &) fron tbh ooresp.ding

ourve with the low frequency buu3awy oowiticno T~he oui',9 of. *Vas.

00 are also shited toward lower values of Arm r. reul. I

low frequenoy boundary oendition is used no en apprwtmtion, the uwetable

range of the valuss of " for a given value of n is ovo.stimte4 as shmr

In Figaure and the asium mlue of a oapatible with unstable oseilla-

tions of frequency W are uaderestimated as shown in Figurs .

The following oonolusiona with respect to the stability behvior

of the high frequenoy osoillations in a liquid propellant rooket with

uniformly distributed oombustion are obtminedt

1* The froquenles. of the unstable pressure osoillatioe, if



oW, are aloise to, lo in. geueral XM11.r thahmthe, naturaI. tme ois

of 'the system.

go The preouro osoillabion of a given mods in such a enbustion

system can become unstable whon the pressure oxponent n :Is bigger than

certain minm value and at the sa time the pessure senitiva tim lag

-C of the amptm lies in certain discrete ranges of vtlues. The minimm

,alue of n ompatible with the unstable fal mode o& asoillatio

of the order of 15 or 20 %hich soms too big to be a pressure o: epAnt.

-?horofore,, it is not very likely that thore could be unstable high frequeocy

oSollations in suoh a combustion sy t m*

go . The unstable angs of the uluis of C of a given of

*oscillation are Thnotiona of a and tho agitude of each rsng Increases

+he A increases from the mi i .vnluue- of A*.

4. The ninlawM value of n of the k m od. of osoillatio, I n-

creaes facter them linearly with increasing k o. Tho f~dintVl mode

In the first to beoa unstable if I is In the proper rage The rte of

Inotosse of this mini= value of n is much larger when the high frequenoy

boundary condition in used than when th, low frequency boundary condition

is uedo

5 The minimum value of n doeoreases pnwtatiMy linearly when

the volooity gradient M in steady sbate Inoreavos thet is, w the local

burning rate of the uniformly distributed cembustion Iawroases

6e The approximation of using the low frequency boundary can-

41 dition in deterrIning the stability bouzdary- results In an over44stiInon

of the unstable rslos by giving too low mialima valuee of n and too

large unstable ranges of the values of T * The error Increases with the

higher modes of osoillation, The result of using the low frequenoy boundary

I *

t~



cni1tion for the XAmdontal m od* of onoillatio 8 Is, hwbwor, a good A
qualitative guldseJ

It should be remarked finlly that tho foregolpg omalusions

partai o1 to the axial modes of osoillatlon as the aly im I* made

on the basis of one diuional flow, 'The possibility of hatmi.i tran rsa1

moes I not oadonidero..

;• I/

'1 i,1

i

0
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